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48KG – 🇧🇹 LETHABO MODUKANELE – BOTSWANA (BOT)
Date Of Birth : 24/08/1996
Coach : Lechedzani Master Luza; Grace Mmolai
Residence : Gaborone
2017 – Botswana Inter-Clubs Women's Championships (Glen Valley, BOT) 1st place – 51KG Won against Gosaits Nkepe (BOT) 3:0 in the final
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 5th place – 48KG Lost to Souhila Bouchene (ALG) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Botswana Women's National Selection Tournament 1st place – 51KG

48KG – 🇨🇾 BRANDY BARNES – CAYMAN ISLANDS (CAY)
Date Of Birth : 1996
Place Of Birth : Bodden Town
Coach : Ryan Burnett
Residence : Bodden Town
2017 – Caribbean Development Women's Novice Boxing Tournament (Gros Islet, STL) 1st place – 48KG Won against Iprecious Lythcott (BAR) RSC 2nd round in the final
2017 – London Alliances Women's Boxing Championships (London, ENG) 1st place – 48KG Won against Saima Saikh (ENG) 5:0 in the final

48KG – 🇮🇳 CHUNGNEIJANG MARY KOM HMANGTE – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 01/03/1983
Place Of Birth : Kangathei, Manipur
Height : 158cm
Club : Mary Kom Boxing Academy
Coach : Anoop Kumar; Mahavir Singh; Pranamika Borah; Sagar Mal Dhayal
Residence : Manipur
Stance : Southpaw
Occupation : Police Officer
Began boxing : 2000
Awards : She was named Sportswoman of the Year 2010
Boxing idol : Dingko Singh
Injury : She had surgery to remove stones from her gallbladder in September 2013.
Comments : She spent two years away from boxing to give birth to her twin sons. She returned in 2008.
2018 – Strandja Women's Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Sevda Asenova (BUL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Ye Jiali (CHN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2018 – Indian Women's Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 48KG Won against Josie Gabuco (PHI) 4:1 in the final; Won against Altansetseg Lutsaikhan (MGL) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against K. Bina Devi (IND) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Varsha Choudhery (IND) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Ho Chi Minh City, VIE) 1st place – 48KG Won against Kim Hyang Mi (PRK) 5:0 in the final; Won against Tsubasa Komura (JPN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Ping Meng Chieh (TPE) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Trinh Thi Diem Kieu (VIE) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Indian Women's National Selection Trials (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 48KG Won against Sarjubala Shamjetsabam Devi (IND) 4:1; Won against Pooja Tokas (IND) 5:0; Won against Karishma Thapa (IND) 5:0; Won against Swasthi Asrya (IND) 5:0; Won against Archana Thapa (IND) 5:0
2017 – Ulaanbaatar Box Cup (Ulaanbaatar, MGL) 5th place – 51KG Lost to Pang Chol Mi (PRK) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 51KG Lost to Azize Nimani (GER) 2:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Juliana Soederstroem (SWE) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – AIBA Asian & Oceanian Olympic Qualification Event (Qian’an, CHN) 4th place – 51KG Lost to Lin Yu Ting (TPE) 3:0 in the Box-off; Lost to Ren Cancan (CHN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Nethy Petecio (PHI) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Nazym Kyzaybay (KAZ) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2016 – South Asian Games (Shillong, IND) 1st place – 51KG Won against Anusha Dilrukshi Kodituwakk (IND) TKO 1st round in the final; Won against Shamina Akhter (BAN) TKO 2nd round in the semi-final
2015 – Olympic Test Event (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Virginia Fuchs (USA) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Karilha Magliocco (VEN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Incheon 2014 Asian Games (Incheon, KOR) 1st place – 51KG Won against Zhainara Shkerbekova (KAZ) 2:0 in the final; Won against Le Thi Bang (VIE) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Si Haijuan (CHN) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Kim Ye Ji (KOR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Indian Women's National Selection Trials 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Pinky Jangra Rani (IND) by points in the final
2012 – London 2012 Olympic Games (London, GBR) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Nicola Adams (ENG) 11:6 in the semi-final; Won against Maroua Rahali (TUN) 15:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Karolina Michalczuk (POL) 19:14 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) 6th place – 51KG Lost to Nicola Adams (ENG) 13:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Marielle Hansen (NOR) 18:6 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ayako Minowa (JPN) 20:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Ulanbaatar, MGL) 1st place – 51KG Won against Ren Cancan (CHN) 14:8 in the final; Won against Alice Kate Aparri (PHI) 21:6 in the semi-final; Won against Nandintsetseg Myagmardulam (MGL) 14:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Peamwilai Laopeam (THA) 6:4 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Olympic Test Event (London, ENG) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Paola Benavides (ARG) 13:9 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Pinky Jangra (IND) 13:9 in the final; Won against Dolly Singh (IND) 28:3 in the semi-final
2011 – ASBC Asian Women’s Cup (Haikou, CHN) 1st place – 48KG Won against Kim Myong Sim (PRK) 4:3 in the final; Won against Alice Kate Aparri (PHI) 11:8 in the semi-final
2010 – Guangzhou 2010 Asian Games (Guangzhou, CHN) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Ren Cancan (CHN) 11:7 in the semi-final; Won against Ping Meng Chieh (TPE) 16:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) 1st place – 48KG Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) 16:6 in the final; Won against Alice Kate Aparri (PHI) 8:1 in the semi-final; Won against Lynsey Holdaway (WAL) 9:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Jenny Smith (AUS) RSC 1st round in the second preliminary round; Won against Natalie Lungo (SWE) 10:1 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Asian Women’s Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 46KG Won against Jong Ok (PRK) 8:1 in the final; Won against Nguyen Thi Hoa (VIE) WO in the semi-final; Won against Anushka Kodituwakku (SRI) 6:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Josie Gabuco (PHI) 8:1 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Asian Indoor Games (Hanoi, VIE) 1st place – 46KG Won against Nguyen Thi Hoa (VIE) 8:6 in the final; Won against Josie Gabuco (PHI) 7:3 in the semi-final; Won against Lo Yueh Ting (TPE) 14:9 in the quarter-final
2009 – SWE-IND Women’s Dual Match – 46KG Won against Natalie Lungo (SWE) 3:0
2008 – AIBA Women’s World Championships (Ningbo, CHN) 1st place – 46KG Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) 7:1 in the final; Won against Jong Ok (PRK) 8:3 in the semi-final; Won against Guan Xiaofeng (CHN) 4:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Risa Sugimoto (JPN) 24:1 in the first preliminary round
2008 – Indian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 46KG
2008 – Asian Women’s Championships (Guwahati, IND) 2nd place – 46KG Lost to Jong Ok (PRK) 4:1 in the final; Won against Nguyen Thi Hoa (VIE) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Nazgul Boranbayeva (KAZ) 8:2 in the quarter-final
2006 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 46KG Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) 22:7 in the final; Won against Jong Ok (PRK) 20:8 in the semi-final; Won against Chandrika Guruge (SRI) RSCO 2nd round in the quarter-final
2006 – Venus Women’s Box Cup (Vejle, DEN) 1st place – 46KG Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) AB 3rd round in the final; Won against Sofie Molholt (DEN) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final
2005 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Podolsk, RUS) 1st place – 46KG Won against Jong Ok (PRK) 28:13 in the final; Won against Yelena Sabitova (RUS) 31:16 in the semi-final; Won against Nancy Fortin (CAN) 30:13 in the quarter-final
2005 – Asian Women’s Boxing Championships (Kaohsiung, TPE) 1st place – 46KG Won against Gretchen Abaniel (PHI) 35:11 in the final; Won against Chen Chou Hsui (TPE) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final
2004 – Women’s World Cup (Tonsberg, NOR) 1st place – 46KG Won against Li Xia (CHN) RSCO 2nd round in the final; Won against Derya Aktop (TUR) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final
2003 – Asian Women’s Boxing Championships (Hisar, IND) 1st place – 46KG Won against Chou Szu Yin (TPE) RSCO 2nd round in the final; Won against Tang Pui Ka (HKG) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Choe Woo Sun (PRK) 22:11 in the quarter-final
2002 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Antalya, TUR) 1st place – 45KG Won against Jang Song Ae (PRK) by points in the final; Won against Derya Aktop (TUR) by points in the semi-final
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2002 – Witch Cup (Pecs, HUN) 1st place – 45KG Won against Walla Abdel Karim Mohsen (EGY) 5:0 in the final
2001 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Scranton, USA) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Hulya Sahin (TUR) 13:5 in the final; Won against Jamie Behl (CAN) 21:9 in the semi-final; Won against Nadia Hokmi (POL) RSCO 3rd round in the quarter-final

48KG – 🇳🇿 TASMYN BENNY – NEW ZEALAND (NZL)
Date Of Birth : 20/10/1998
Place Of Birth : Waikato
Height : 165cm
Coach : Cameron Todd; Shaun George
Club : Wreckroom & Never surrender
Residence : Devonport, Auckland
Stance : Southpaw
Occupation : Soldier in the NZ Navy
Her most influential person : Her father
Boxing idol : Muhammad Ali
Hobby : Boxing; NZ Navy
Number of training hours : 18 in a week
Number of bouts : 17
Began boxing : 2014
2018 – Houston International Women's Tournament (Houston, USA) 1st place – 48KG
2017 – Trans Tasman Women's Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 48KG Won against Astryd Ugarte-Carmello (AUS) 5:0 in the final
2017 – Australian Women's Golden Gloves Tournament 2nd place – 48KG
2016 – New Zealand North Island Women's Golden Gloves Tournament (Taupo, NZL) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Cary-Leonie Hadlow (NZL) 2:1 in the semi-final
2016 – New Zealand Women's Youth National Championships 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Danielle Hollande (NZL) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Supercity Women's Junior Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to McKeilah King (NZL) 3:0 in the final

48KG – 🇮🇪 KRISTINA O'HARA – NORTHERN IRELAND (IRL)
Date Of Birth : 08/04/1996
Place Of Birth : Belfast
Height : 163cm
Coach : Gerard McCafferty
Club : St. John Bosco
Residence : Belfast
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her husband and her coach
Boxing idol : Vasyl Lomachenko; Sean McCafferty
Hobby : Walking; Dogs
Number of training hours : 20 in a week
Number of bouts : 60
Began boxing : 2005
2017 – Northern Irish Women's National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Chloe Fleck (IRL) 5:0 in the final
2017 – European Union Women's Championships (Cascia, ITA) 6th place – 48KG Lost to Roberta Bonatti (ITA) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Satu Lehtonen (FIN) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Irish Women's National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Shannon Sweeney (IRL) 5:0 in the final; Won against Carol Coughlan (IRL) 5:0 in the semi-final
2016 – Celtic Women's Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 1st place – 51KG Won against Donna Barr (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2015 – IRL-UKR Women's Dual Match – 51KG Lost to Snezhan Kholodkova (UKR) 2:0
2015 – Irish Women's National Championships 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Ceire Smith (IRL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Elaine Harrison (IRL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Youth Boxing Championships (Assisi, ITA) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Ekaterina Paltseva (RUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Anna Okhota (UKR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won
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against Hayley Ward (ENG) TKO 4th round in the quarter-final; Won against Neriman Istik (TUR) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Irish Women's U18 National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Jacqui Lynch (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2014 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) participant – 51KG Lost to Crystal Barker (ENG) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2013 – Irish Women's Youth National Championships place – 51KG Won against Lauren Hogan (IRL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2013 – Irish Women's Intermediate National Championships 1st place – 50KG Won against Donna Barr (IRL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Michaela Stowe (IRL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2013 – European Union Women’s Youth Boxing Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 1st place – 48KG Won against Ayse Cagirir (TUR) 2:1 in the final; Won against Stephanie Silva (ITA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Johanna Richert (FRA) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2013 – Irish Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 48KG
2013 – Irish National Girls Championships G6 1st place – 48KG
2012 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Junior Boxing Championships (Wladyslawowo, POL) 5th place – 48KG Lost to Anna Okhota (UKR) 13:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – Irish Women's Youth National Competition 1st place – 48KG
2012 – Silesian Women's Open Youth Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Chloe Watson (ENG) WO in the final; Won against Agata Konieczny (POL) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Emilia Kondakor (HUN) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2017 – Commonwealth Youth Games (Nassau, BAH) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Shyla Waikai (NZL) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Chambria Dalhouse (CAY) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – British Women's Youth Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Elizabeth Bools (ENG) 4:1 in the final
2016 – Celtic Women's Youth Boxing Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Kelsey Leonard (IRL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – British Women's Youth Championships (Cardiff, WAL) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Michelle Klich (ENG) 2:1 in the semi-final
2015 – Monkstown Women's Junior Box Cup (Dublin, IRL) 1st place – 46KG Won against Megan Flynn (IRL) 2:1 in the final
2015 – Scottish Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Jade Dempster (SCO) 3:0 in the final

48KG – MEGAN GORDON – SCOTLAND (SCO)
Date Of Birth : 01/10/1999
Place Of Birth : Elgin
Height : 152cm
Coach : Paul Gordon
Club : Elgin BC
Residence : Rothes
Boxing idol : Anthony Joshua
2017 – Silesian Women's Open Youth Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Chloe Watson (ENG) WO in the final; Won against Agata Konieczny (POL) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Emilia Kondakor (HUN) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2017 – Commonwealth Youth Games (Nassau, BAH) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Shyla Waikai (NZL) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Chambria Dalhouse (CAY) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – British Women's Youth Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Elizabeth Bools (ENG) 4:1 in the final
2016 – Celtic Women's Youth Boxing Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Kelsey Leonard (IRL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – British Women's Youth Championships (Cardiff, WAL) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Michelle Klich (ENG) 2:1 in the semi-final
2015 – Monkstown Women's Junior Box Cup (Dublin, IRL) 1st place – 46KG Won against Megan Flynn (IRL) 2:1 in the final
2015 – Scottish Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Jade Dempster (SCO) 3:0 in the final

48KG – ANUSHA DILRUKSHI KODITUWAKKU – SRI LANKA (SRI)
Date Of Birth : 27/12/1978
Coach : Anuruddha Rathnayake
Club : Unichela
Began boxing : 2001
2018 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Ayse Cagirir (TUR) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2018 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against D.M.N. Subashani (SRI) AB 1st round in the final; Won against I.R.R.S. Illoganartha (SRI) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2017 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 48KG Won against R.A. Nadeeha Pushpakumari (SRI) 5:0 in the final; Won against R.K.A.A. Ranasinghe (SRI) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against I.R.S.S. Illoganartha (SRI) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 51KG Lost to Kristy Harris (AUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
LYNSEY HOLDAWAY – WALES (WAL)

Date Of Birth : 01/10/1985

2016 – South Asian Games (Shillong, IND) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Chungneijang Mary Kom Hmangte (IND) TKO 1st round in the final; Won against Minu Gurung (NEP) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Shabnam Rahimi (AFG) 3:0 in the quarter-final 
2015 – Layton Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 51KG Won against L.M.M.M. Maduwanthi (SRI) 3:0 in the final; Won against Dulani Jayasinghe (SRI) 2:1 in the semi-final 
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 48KG Lost to Ayse Cagirir (TUR) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Three Nations Women's Meeting (Pennala, SRI) 1st place – 48KG Won against Leona Hui Xin Yee (SIN) 3:0 in the final 
2014 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 48KG Won against R.A. Nadeeka Pushpakumari (SRI) 3:0 in the final; Won against Kaluhath Erandi De Silva (SRI) TKO 1st round in the semi-final; Won against K.M.D. Sajani (SRI) 3:0 in the quarter-final 
2014 – Lion's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 51KG Won against Sopida Satumrum (THA) 2:0 in the final; Won against Lin Yu Ting (TPE) 2:1 in the semi-final 
2013 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against K.H.E. Du Silva (SRI) 2:0 in the final 
2013 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 51KG Won against H.M.D.M. Herath (SRI) TKO 1st round in the final 
2012 – Tunis Women's Tournament (Tunis, TUN) 1st place – 48KG Won against Lotta Loikkanen (FIN) RSC 1st round in the final; Won against Wertianni Malek (TUN) 15:4 in the semi-final 
2012 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) participant – 51KG Lost to Sumeyra Kaya Yazici (TUR) 18:8 in the first preliminary round 
2012 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Ulanbaatar, MGL) participant – 51KG Lost to Nguyen Thi Tuyet Mai (VIE) 27:18 in the first preliminary round 
2012 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against L.G. Chandrika (SRI) 17:6 in the final; Won against B.N. Erandi (SRI) RSC 1st round in the semi-final 
2012 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 51KG Won against L.G. Chandrika (SRI) DQ 2nd round in the final; Won against J.D.I. Madushika (SRI) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final 
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) 7th place – 48KG Lost to Alice Kate Aparri (PHI) 8:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Luo Jiaoling (CHN) 7:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Jessica Ponce (USA) 8:1 in the first preliminary round 
2010 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 5th place – 46KG Lost to Chungneijang Mary Kom (IND) 6:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Weng Yu Fen (TPE) 6:2 in the first preliminary round 
2009 – Asian Indoor Games (Hanoi, VIE) 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Nguyen Thi Hoa (VIE) 14:4 in the semi-final; Won against Mala Rai (NEP) 12:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Mari Maruyama (JPN) 25:8 in the first preliminary round 
2009 – International Women’s Tournament (St. Petersbourg, RUS) 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Svetlana Gnevanova (RUS) 18:11 in the semi-final; Won against Oksana Shtakun (UKR) 11:8 in the quarter-final 
2008 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Ningbo, CHN) participant – 46KG Lost to Nazgul Boranbayeva (KAZ) 10:3 in the first preliminary round 
2008 – Sri Lankan Women’s National Championships 1st place – 46KG Won against W.S. Nishadi (SRI) AB 1st round in the final; Won against H.S. Dharmapala (SRI) by points in the semi-final 
2008 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Guwahati, IND) 3rd place – 46KG Lost to Jong Ok (PRK) 10:1 in the semi-final; Won against Lee Ji Na (KOR) 12:3 in the quarter-final 
2008 – Layton Women’s Cup (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Claudrikia Guruge (SRI) 20:16 in the final 
2007 – Sri Lankan Women’s National Championships 1st place – 48KG 
2007 – Ahmet Comert Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) participant – 48KG Lost to Jenny Hardingz (SWE) 26:13 in the first preliminary round 
2006 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (New Delhi, IND) participant – 48KG Lost to Jenny Hardingz (SWE) 13:13 in the first preliminary round 
2005 – SRI-PHI Dual Match – 48KG Lost to Annalisia Cruz (PHI) by points 
2004 – Taiwan International Invitational Women’s Tournament (Taipei, TPE) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Jennifer Pecking (PHI) 24:8 in the semi-final 
2003 – Asian Women’s Boxing Championships (Hisar, IND) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Se Yanrong (CHN) by points in the semi-final
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Place Of Birth: Merthyr Tydfil
Height: 151cm
Coach: Colin Jones; Mark James; Zack Davies
Club: Merthyr BC
Residence: Merthyr Tydfil
Stance: Orthodox

Her most influential person: Her coach
Boxing idol: Manny Pacquiao

Hobby: Ice Hockey; Knitting; Exploring
Number of training hours: 26 in a week
Number of bouts: 57
Began boxing: 2004

2017 – Boxam Women’s Tournament (Santa Cruz de Tenerife, ESP) 1st place – 48KG Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) 4:1 in the final; Won against Rocio Suarez (ESP) 5:0 in the semi-final
2017 – British Women’s Championships (Cardiff, WAL) 1st place – 48KG Won against Miriam Zouhou (ENG) 5:0 in the final; Won against Emma McCulloch (SCO) RSC 1st round in the semi-final
2017 – Belgrade Winner Women’s Tournament (Belgrade, SRB) 1st place – 51KG Won against Andjela Brankovic (SRB) 5:0 in the final; Won against Grazieli Souza (BRA) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Krisztina Beri (HUN) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 51KG Lost to Vanlal Duati (IND) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2016 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) 5th place – 48KG Won against Satu Lehtonen (FIN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Rickarda Goehlert (GER) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – British Women’s Championships (Dunfermline, SCO) 1st place – 51KG Won against Jade Ashmore (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Boxam Women’s Tournament (Santa Cruz de Tenerife, ESP) 1st place – 51KG Won against Lara Rebeca Garcia (ESP) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 51KG Lost to Zoya Isayeva (RUS) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Queen’s Cup (Stralsund, GER) 1st place – 48KG Won against Satu Lehtonen (FIN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Ricarda Goehlert (GER) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – British Women’s Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 1st place – 48KG Won against Demi-Jade Resztan (ENG) 3:0 in the final; Won against Tanya Dady (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 51KG Lost to Adriana Calabrese (ITA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Meltem Akar (TUR) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Lara Rebeca Garcia (ESP) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 51KG Lost to Zoya Isayeva (RUS) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Queen’s Cup (Stralsund, GER) 7th place – 48KG Lost to Satu Lehtonen (FIN) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – British Women’s Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 1st place – 51KG Lost to Jade Ashmore (ENG) 3:0 in the final; Won against Tanya Dady (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – Welsh Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Ashley Brace (WAL) 2:1 in the final
2013 – Tammer Women’s Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 48KG Won against Hung Tsai Jung (TPE) 3:0 in the final
2013 – European Union Women’s Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 3rd place – 48KG Lost to Valeria Calabrese (ITA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Meltem Akar (TUR) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Sevda Asenova (BUL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) participant – 48KG Lost to Xu Shiqi (CHN) 20:9 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Welsh National Championships 1st place – 48KG
2011 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Rotterdam, NED) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Svetlana Gnevanova (RUS) 13:9 in the final; Won against Steluta Duta (ROM) 16:11 in the semi-final; Won against Anita Bode (HUN) 21:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Lynn McEnery (IRL) 12:11 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Welsh Women’s National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Catherine Gillen (WAL) RSC 4th round in the final; Won against Danni Price (WAL) by points in the semi-final
2011 – SWE-GBR Dual Match – 48KG Lost to Elin Roennlund (SWE) 3:0
2010 – British Women’s National Championships (Manchester, ENG) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Nicola Adams (ENG) 19:2 in the final; Won against Nina Smith (ENG) 12:6 in the semi-final
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) 5th place – 48KG Lost to Chungneijang Mary Kom (IND) 9:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Valeria Calabrese (ITA) 4:3 in the second preliminary round; Won against Jacqui Park (CAN) 10:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Nikolayev, UKR) participant – 48KG Lost to Hannah Beharry (ENG) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Boxam Tournament (La Linea de la Concepcion, ESP) 1st place – 48KG Won against Sandra Silva (POR) 7:0 in the final; Won against Valeria De Francesco (ITA) 26:1 in the semi-final
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2008 – Pyynikki Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Mari Hyvonen (FIN) 3:2 in the final; Won against Satu Lampela (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2007 – European Women’s Boxing Championships (Vejle, DEN) participant – 52KG Lost to Shipra Nilsson (SWE) 20:5 in the first preliminary round
2006 – European Women’s Boxing Championships (Warsaw, POL) participant – 52KG Lost to Diana Timofte (ROM) 30:18 in the first preliminary round
2006 – Ahmet Comert Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Sumeyra Yazici (TUR) RSCO 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Maya Pulyska (BUL) 22:21 in the quarter-final
2006 – Norway Box Cup (Oslo, NOR) 3rd place – 54KG Won against Kari Jensen (NOR) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final

**51KG – 🇦🇺 TAYLAH ROBERTSON – AUSTRALIA (AUS)**

Date Of Birth : 23/04/1998
Place Of Birth : Townsville
Height : 164cm
Coach : Mark Evans
Club : Impact Boxing Academy
Residence : Sunshine Coast
Her most influential person : Her coach
Boxing idol : Floyd Mayweather
Hobby : Surfing; Modelling
Previous sports : Swimming; Soccer
Number of training hours : 15 in a week
Number of bouts : 50
Began boxing : 2009
2017 – Trans Tasman Women's Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 51KG Won against Kate Thompson (NZL) 4:1 in the final
2017 – Australian Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Viviana Ruiz Corredor (AUS) 4:1 in the final; Won against Lauren Camilleri (AUS) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Astryd Ugarte-Carmello (AUS) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2017 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) participant – 51KG Lost to Katrin Noren (SWE) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Celtic Women's Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 1st place – 54KG Won against Elaine Harrison (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2016 – POL-AUS Women's Youth Dual Match2 – 51KG Won against Ewa Bulanda (POL) 3:0
2016 – POL-AUS Women's Youth Dual Match1 – 51KG Won against Milena Bochniak (POL) 3:0
2016 – Australian Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Abbie Slavin (AUS) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Australian Women's Youth National Championships 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Jasmine Hudson (AUS) 2:1 in the final
2014 – Australian Women's Junior National Championships 1st place – 48KG Won against Lolli Medcalf (AUS) 3:0 in the final

**51KG – 🇬🇧 LISA WHITESIDE – ENGLAND (ENG)**

Date Of Birth : 17/09/1985
Place Of Birth : Chorley
Height : 158cm
Coach : Mick Day
Club : MTK Amateur
Residence : Preston, Lancashire
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her mother
Boxing idol : Ricky Hatton
Hobby : Boxing
Number of training hours : 40 in a week
Number of bouts : 130
Began boxing : 2006
2018 – Bocskai Women's Memorial Tournament (Debrecen, HUN) 1st place – 51KG Won against Jana Prokesova (CZE) 5:0 in the final; Won against Krisztina Beri (HUN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Nela Fretherrova (CZE) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – British Women's Championships (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 51KG Won against Carly Skelly (ENG) 5:0 in the final
2017 – European Union Women's Boxing Championships (Cascia, ITA) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Gabriela Dimitrova (BUL) 4:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Anita Kljajic (CRO) AB 1st round in the first preliminary round
2017 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Katrin Noren (SWE) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Ursula Gottlob (GER) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – English Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Carly Skelly (ENG) 5:0 in the final; Won against Nicola Hopewell (ENG) 5:0 in the semi-final
2017 – Bocskai Women's Memorial Tournament (Debrecen, HUN) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Yana Burym (BLR) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2016 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Elena Saveleva (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Aikaterini Koutsogeorgopoulou (GRE) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Wassila Lkhadiri (FRA) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Sandra Drabik (POL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Kirsty Harris (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 10th place – 54KG Lost to Stoyka Petrova (BUL) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Snezhana Kholodkova (UKR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – English Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Jade Ashmore (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Gee Bee Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Marielle Hansen (NOR) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 54KG Lost to Marzia Davide (ITA) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Bettina Kiss Varga (HUN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Olympic Test Event (Rio de Janeiro, BRA) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Virginia Fuchs (USA) 3:0 in the final; Won against Graziele Souza (BRA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Zohra Ez-Zahraoui (MAR) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2015 – British Women's Championships (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 51KG Won against Kim Shannon (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2015 – English Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Kim Shannon (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Gee Bee Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Marjut Lausti (FIN) 2:1 in the semi-final
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Marlen Esparza (USA) 2:1 in the final; Won against Terry Gordini (ITA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Mandy Buojdt (CAN) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Sophida Satumrum (THA) 2:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Yana Burym Levankova (BLR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 1st place – 51KG Won against Sandra Drabik (POL) 2:0 in the final; Won against Ewelina Wicherska (POL) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Nadia Barriga (BOL) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – EUBC European Women's Continental Championships (Bucharest, ROM) 9th place – 54KG Lost to Marzia Davide (ITA) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Claudia Nechita (ROM) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Liverpool International Women's Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 51KG Won against Claudia Nechita (ROM) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Gee Bee Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 1st place – 51KG Won against Ashley Brace (WAL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Salla-Mari Hannonen (FIN) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Terry Gordini (ITA) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Abbygail Deekman (NED) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – NOR-ENG Women's Daul Match – 51KG Won against Marielle Hansen (NOR) 2:0
2014 – Nations Women's Cup (Vrbas, SRB) 5th place – 54KG Lost to Viktorrya Gurbovich (RUS) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – Silesian Women's Open Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 1st place – 51KG Won against Nikki Arnold (NZL) TKO 2nd round in the final; Won against Kirsty Harris (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Anna Andrzejsewska (POL) WO in the quarter-final
2013 – European Union Women's Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 1st place – 54KG Won against Alice Sramkova (CZE) 3:0 in the final; Won against Delphine Mancini (FRA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Karolina Michalczuk (POL) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Hrvojka Cudina (CRO) TKO 3rd round in the first preliminary round
PINKI JANGRA RANI – INDIA (IND)

Date Of Birth : 28/04/1990
Coach : Anoop Kumar
Region : Haryana

2013 – Pyyunikki Women’s Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 1st place – 54KG Won against Marjut Lausti (FIN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Kristiina Kivistoe (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Raija Ally (FIN) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – Nations Women’s Cup (Sombor, SRB) 1st place – 57KG Won against Anamarija Vujaklija (CRO) AB 2nd round in the final, Won against Andreja Bester (SLO) 12:2 in the semi-final
2013 – ENG-SWE Dual Match2 – 57KG Won against Linnea Strandell (SWE) 3:0
2013 – ENG-SWE Dual Match1 – 57KG Won against Linnea Strandell (SWE) 3:0
2013 – English Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Valerian Spicer (ENG) by points in the final
2012 – AIBA Women’s World Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Sandra Kruk (POL) 26:16 in the semi-final; Won against Yuliya Tsipilakova (UKR) 25:19 in the quarter-final; Won against Nana Yoshikawa (JPN) 19:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Minoan Women’s Cup (Heraklion, GRE) 5th place – 57KG Lost to Svetlana Kamenova Staneva (BUL) 14:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – English Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Svetlana Link (ENG) 22:9 in the final; Won against Rachel Murray (ENG) by points in the semi-final
2011 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Rotterdam, NED) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Natalya Biryuk (UKR) 15:14 in the final; Won against Nagehan Gul (TUR) 21:10 in the semi-final; Won against Svetlana Kamenova Staneva (BUL) 13:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Marzia Verecchia (ITA) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2011 – English Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Rebecca Donnelly (ENG) by points in the final

51KG – 

51KG – PINKI JANGRA RANI – INDIA (IND)

Date Of Birth : 28/04/1990
Coach : Anoop Kumar
Region : Haryana

2018 – Strandja Women's Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 51KG Lost to Claudia Nechita (ROM) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2018 – Indian Women's Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 51KG Won against Jargalan Ochirbat (MGL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Chuthamat Raksat (THA) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Reem Al-Mriheel (JOR) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Meenakshi (IND) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Indian Women's National Selection Trials (New Delhi, IND) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Neeraj (IND) 3:2; Won against Meenakshi (IND) 5:0; Won against Poonam Bisht (IND) 5:0; Won against Monika Devi (IND) 4:1; Won against Himani Pant (IND) 5:0
2015 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Wulanchabu, CHN) participant – 51KG Lost to Ayako Minowa (JPN) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2015 – President’s Cup (Palembang, INA) 1st place – 51KG Won against Nandintsetseg Myagmardulam (MGL) 2:0 in the final; Won against Sopida Satumrum (THA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Aira Villegas (PHI) AB 3rd round in the quarter-final; Won against Ang Fen Ni (SIN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 51KG Lost to Sayana Sagatayeva (RUS) 2:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Si Haijuan (CHN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Indian Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Rebecca Lalinnawli (IND) 3:0 in the final; Won against Tohibala Chanu (IND) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Michaela Walsh (IRL) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Jacqueline Wangi (PNG) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Indian Women's National Selection Trials 1st place – 51KG Won against Chungneijang Mary Kom Hmangte (IND) by points in the final
2014 – Nations Women's Cup (Vrbas, SRB) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Sayana Sagatayeva (RUS) 2:1 in the final; Won against Ulyana Koshkarova (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Terry Gordini (ITA) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – China Women's Open Tournament (Guiyang, CHN) 5th place – 51KG Lost to Xu Shiqi (CHN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2012 – Indian Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Toniabala Chanu (IND) 20:6 in the final; Won against Basanti Chanu (IND) 29:16 in the semi-final; Won against Vanlal Duati (IND) 11:5 in the quarter-final
2012 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) 7th place – 48KG Lost to Svetlana Gnevanova (RUS) 13:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Lidia Ion (ROM) 26:16 in the second preliminary round; Won against Mirela Banurdzic (SRB) RSC 4th round in the first preliminary round
2012 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Ulanbaatar, MGL) 2nd place – 48KG Lost to Bolourtuul Tumurkhuyag (MGL) 24:22 in the final; Won against Luo Yujie (CHN) 15:13 in the semi-final; Won against Dina Ilyubayeva (KAZ) 17:8 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Chungneijang Mary Kom (IND) 13:9 in the final; Won against Sarita Devi Laisram (IND) 34+:34 in the semi-final
2011 – Arafura Games (Darwin, AUS) 1st place – 51KG Won against Siona Fernandes (NZL) 18:13 in the final; Won against Shannon O’Connell (AUS) 20:17 in the semi-final
2011 – Indian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Sarita Devi Laisram (IND) 5:0 in the final; Won against A. Punyavathi (IND) 6:0 in the semi-final; Won against Toniabala Chanu (IND) 10:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Haryana State Women’s Championships 1st place – 51KG
2010 – SRI-IND Women’s Dual Match – 48KG Won against A.A. Kosala Nilmini (SRI) 4+:4
2010 – Sharma Memorial Federation Cup (Uttarakhnad, IND) 1st place – 51KG
2009 – Sharma Memorial Federation Cup (Uttarakhnad, IND) 1st place – 51KG
2009 – Indian Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 51KG

51KG –  KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 26/11/1993
Place Of Birth : Nairobi
Coach : Samson Mugacha Mwangi; Lawrence Ochieng; Maurice Maina Mwangi
Residence : Nairobi
2018 – Indian Women's Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 7th place – 51KG Lost to Sarjabala Shamjetsabam Devi (IND) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Shogofa Haidari (AFG) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2018 – Kenyan Women's Commonwealth Games Trials (Nairobi, KEN) 1st place – 51KG Won against Veronica Mбитhe (KEN) 2:1 in the final
2017 – Kenyan National Boxing League Season 2017 5th Round (Mombasa, KEN) 1st place – 51KG Won against Veronica MBITHE (KEN) 2:1 in the final
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Roumaissa Boualem (ALG) 5:0 in the semi-final
2016 – Kenyan Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Veronica Mbithe Nziva (KEN) 3:0 in the final
2016 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Event (Yaounde, CMR) 6th place – 51KG Lost to Caroline Linus (NGR) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Lewissa Nzamba (GAB) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Kenyan Women's National Olympic Trials (Mombasa, KEN) 1st place – 51KG Won against Veronica Mbithe (KEN) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Kenyan Women's National Trials (Nairobi, KEN) 1st place – 51KG Won against Veronica Mbithe (KEN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Ruth Awuor Odongo (KEN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) participant – 51KG Lost to Kirsty Harris (AUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Kenyan Women's National Trials 1st place – 51KG Won against Ruth Awuor Odongo (KEN) 7W in the final
2012 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) participant – 51KG Lost to Luu Thi Duyen (VIE) 21:6 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kenyan Open Women’s National Championships 1st place – 48KG
2010 – KEN-UGA Women’s Dual Match (Nairobi, KEN) – 51KG Won against Maureen Nakiriowa (UGA) 3:0
2009 – Kenyan Open Women’s National Championships 1st place – 48KG

51KG –  NIGERIA (NGR)
Date Of Birth : 03/11/1995
Place Of Birth : Lagos
Club : Ologundudu BC
Residence : Lagos
2017 – Nigerian Women's National Selection Tournament 1st place – 51KG
2016 – Governor’s Belt Boxing Tournament (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 51KG Won against Olamide Mustapha (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Nigerian Women's National Championships 1st place – 54KG
2013 – Governor's Belt Boxing Tournament (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 54KG Won against Franca Onome Odion (NGR) 2:1 in the final
CARLY McNaul – NORTHERN IRELAND (IRL)

Date of Birth: 22/06/1989
Place of Birth: Belfast
Height: 159cm
Coach: John Conlan
Club: Holy Family ABC
Residence: Belfast
Stance: Orthodox
Nickname: Wrecking Ball McNaul
Her most influential person: Her coach
Boxing idol: Michael Conlan
Hobby: Motorbikes
Number of training hours: 235 in a week
Number of bouts: 56
Began boxing: 2003
Family Background: She has got a 7-year-old son

51KG – DULANI ANURADHA JAYASINGHE ARACHCHI – SRI LANKA (SRI)

Date of Birth: 09/01/1985
Place of Birth: Kegalla
Height: 164cm
Coach: Chamila P. Abeyrathna
Club: MAS Unichela BC
Residence: Kegalla
Stance: Orthodox
Her most influential person: Her mother
Boxing idol: Muhammad Ali
Hobby: Video games
Number of training hours: 22 in a week
Number of bouts: 145
Began boxing: 2010
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SKYE NICOLSON – AUSTRALIA (AUS)

Date Of Birth : 27/08/1995
Place Of Birth : Meadowbrook
Height : 167cm
Club : Albert Boxing Club
Coach : Allan Nicolson Jnr.; Wayne Tolton
Residence : Gold Coast
Stance : Southpaw
Boxing idol : Katie Taylor
Hobby : Gardening
Number of training hours : 15 in a week
Number of bouts : 110 (88-0-22)
Began boxing : 2008
Family Background: Her elder brother is a successful boxer.

2017 – Trans Tasman Women's Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 57KG Won against Alexis Pritchard (NZL) 6:1 in the final.

2017 – Australian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Bernadette Connors (AUS) 5:0 in the first round; Won against Lauren Kidd (AUS) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Carly Salmon (AUS) 5:0 in the quarter-final.

2017 – Celtic Women's Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 1st place – 57KG Won against Nicole Von Kaenel (SUI) RSC 2nd round in the final.

2017 – Silesian Women's Open Tournament (Gliwice, POL) participant – 57KG Lost to Sandra Kruk (POL) 5:0 in the first preliminary round.

2017 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Elaine Greenan (SCO) 5:0 in the first preliminary round.

2016 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Kinga Szlachcic (POL) 3:0 in the quarter-final.

2016 – Balkan Women's Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Carmela Donniacuo (ITA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Yang Wenu (CHN) 3:0 in the quarter-final.

2016 – Celtic Women's Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Kellie Harrington (AUS) 2:1 in the final.

2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Yang Wenu (CHN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Gamze Basar (TUR) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Ramilal Pavitra (IND) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Antonija Pavic (CRO) 3:0 in the first preliminary round.

2016 – Australian Women's Non-Olympic Weight Selection Event 1st place – 64KG Won against Rebecca Burgess (AUS) 3:0 in the final.

2015 – Australian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Shelley Watts (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Carley Salmon (AUS) 3:0 in the quarter-final.

2015 – Australian Women's National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Anja Stridsman (AUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Taylah Gentzen (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final.

2014 – PNG-AUS Women's Dual Match – 60KG Won against Anette Kora (PNG) 3:0.

2014 – Australian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Shelley Watts (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final.

2013 – GER-AUS Women's Dual Match3 – 60KG Won against Natalia Pawletko (GER) 3:0.

2013 – GER-AUS Women's Dual Match2 – 60KG Won against Maike Klueners (GER) 3:0.

2013 – GER-AUS Women's Dual Match1 – 60KG Won against Natalia Pawletko (GER) 3:0.

2013 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Albena, BUL) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Aneta Rygielska (POL) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Shinetsetseg Uranbileg (MGL) TKOI 2nd round in the first preliminary round.

2013 – Australian Women's National Golden Gloves 1st place – 51KG.

2013 – Australian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Kirsty Harris (AUS) 14:12 in the semi-final.

2012 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Qinhuaundao, CHN) participant – 57KG Lost to Chen Chia Ling (TPE) 16:5 in the first preliminary round.

2012 – Australian Women's National Trials 1st place – 57KG Won against Simon Bailey (AUS) 6:+6 in the final; Won against Amber Webb (AUS) 10:4 in the semi-final.

2012 – Australian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Kylie Fulmer (AUS) 23:16 in the final; Won against Patricia Mullet-Reisco (AUS) 19:18 in the semi-final; Won against Amber Webb (AUS) 10:7 in the quarter-final.

2011 – AIBA Women's Junior World Boxing Championships (Antalya, TUR) 7th place – 57KG Lost to Marina Malovanova (UKR) 12:+12 in the quarter-final; Won against Marija Pavlov (SRB) 11:5 in the first preliminary round.

2011 – Australian Women's Junior National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Haylee Verrier (AUS) 11:9 in the final.

2011 – Queensland Women’s Junior Championships 1st place – 60KG.

2010 – Queensland Women's Junior Championships 1st place – 57KG.

2009 – Australian Women's Schoolgirl National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Haylee Verrier (AUS) 8:7 in the final.

2009 – Queensland Women's Schoolgirl Championships 1st place – 57KG.

2008 – Queensland Women's Schoolgirl Championships 1st place – 54KG.

57KG – KEAMOGETSE SADIE KENOSI – BOTSWANA (BOT)
Date Of Birth : 17/01/1997  
Height : 155cm  
Coach : M. Ntoti  
Club : Francistown Boxing Club  
Residence : Francistown  
Stance : Orthodox

Awards : She was named as Youth Women Boxer of the Year 2014
2018 – African Zone 4 Women's Championships (Maputo, MOZ) 1st place – 60KG Won against Zanele Kebeni (RSA) 3:0 in the final; Won against Angela Machongua (MOZ) 2:1 in the semi-final
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Yetunde Odunuga (NGR) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – Botswana Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Aratwa Kasemang (BOT) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Botswana Women's National Selection Tournament 1st place – 57KG Won against Morwe Gorata (BOT) TKO 2nd round in the final
2016 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Event (Yaounde, CMR) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Khouloud Halimi (TUN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – African Zone 4 Women's Championships (Maputo, MOZ) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Angela Machongua (MOZ) 2:1 in the final; Won against Nomusa Ngema (RSA) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Botswana Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2014 – African Youth Games (Gaborone, BOT) 1st place – 60KG Won against Chahira Selmouni (ALG) 3:0 in the final; Won against Linah Kasweka (ZAM) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Alice Muchanga Jose (MOZ) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) participant – 60KG Lost to Park Ji Hye (KOR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – BOT-RSA Women's Dual Match – 60KG Lost to Julienne Smith (RSA) 3:0
2014 – Botswana Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2013 – Botswana Best of the Best Women's Tournament 1st place – 60KG
2012 – Botswana Women's National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Joyce Moilwa (BOT) 21:12 in the final

57KG – ⭐ CHRISTELLE AURORE NDIANG – CAMEROON (CMR)

Date Of Birth : 17/11/1988  
Place Of Birth : Yaounde  
Residence : Yaounde
2018 – Indian Women's Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 6th place – 57KG Lost to Sonia (IND) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Cameroon Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2017 – AFBC Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 1st place – 57KG Won against Nour Ba Ahmed (ALG) 5:0 in the final; Won against Dieynabo Diallo (SEN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Doua Toujjani (MAR) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Event (Yaounde, CMR) 3rd place – 60KG Won against Elhem Mekhaled (ALG) 3:0 in the bronze medal match; Lost to Khouloud Helimi (TUN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Ayat Elsaid Abdellah (EGY) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – All Africa Games (Brazzaville, CGO) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Kehinde Obareh (NGR) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – African Zone 3 Women's Championships (Libreville, GAB) 1st place – 60KG
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 60KG Lost to Adriana Araujo (BRA) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AFBC African Women's Cup of Nations (East London, RSA) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Mariem Homrani (TUN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Cameroon Women's National Boxing League 2nd Round (Douala, CMR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Christine Mengue (CMR) 2:1 in the final; Won against Dorine Mambou (CMR) 2:1 in the semi-final
2014 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Hasna Lachgar (MAR) 2:1 in the semi-final
2013 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 60KG
2010 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Nezha Boumaraf (ALG) by points in the final
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57KG – 🇨🇦 SABRINA AUBIN-BOUCHER – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 19/10/1984
Place Of Birth : Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec
Height : 167cm
Residence : Montreal, Quebec
Occupation : Personal trainer; kinesiologist
Began boxing : 2005
2018 – Strandja Women's Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 57KG Lost to Lacrimioara Perijoc (ROM) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Balkan Women's Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Pwilao Basumatory (IND) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Linda Larsson (SWE) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – AMBC American Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Tegucigalpa, HON) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Yeni Arias (COL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Ashley Lozada (PUR) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Scarleth Ojeda (NCA) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Caitlin Trenholme (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Leonie Roy (CAN) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Ali Rosen (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 57KG Lost to Meskheti Hamzayeva (AZE) 2:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Muhayyohon Esenbojeva (UZB) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Martine Vallieres-Bisson (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Kim Parent (CAN) TKO 3rd round in the semi-final
2015 – Canadian Women's National Olympic Qualifier 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Caroline Veyre (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Alexandra Strickland (CAN) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Caitlin Trenholme (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Balkan Women's Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Ha Thi Linh (VIE) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Tamara Radunovic (MNE) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Ringside Women's Tournament (Independence, USA) 1st place – 57KG Won against Olga Barabanova (RUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Lasha King (USA) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Montana Belts Women's Tournament (Argenteuil, FRA) 1st place – 57KG Won against Stelly Ferge (FRA) 3:0 in the final; Won against Nomin Deutsch (GER) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Helene Lascombe (FRA) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Martine Vallieres-Bisson (CAN) 2:0 in the final; Won against Sabina Abdoullakhi (CAN) 2:1 in the semi-final
2014 – AMBC American Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Guadalajara, MEX) 7th place – 57KG Lost to Florencia Juarez (ARG) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – CAN-USA Women's Dual Match (Montreal, CAN) – 57KG Won against Kristin Carlson (USA) 3:0
2014 – USA-CAN Women's Dual Match (Colorado Springs, USA) – 57KG Lost to Tiara Brown (USA) 3:0
2013 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Melissa Guillemette (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Kendra Mogck (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Catherine Cadi eux (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – Canadian Women's National Golden Gloves Tournament (Cornwall, CAN) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Sara Haghighat-Joo (CAN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Caroline Veyre (CAN) 2:1 in the semi-final
2013 – FRA-CAN Women's Dual Match (Albi, FRA) – 57KG Won against Segolene Lefebvre (FRA) 19:17
2012 – Canadian Women's National Final Team Selection Tournament (St. Hyacinthe, CAN) 1st place – 57KG Won against Caroline Veyre (CAN) 15:10 in the final
2012 – Canadian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Melissa Guillemette (CAN) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Erica Adjei (CAN) 24:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Canadian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Melissa Guillemette (CAN) 13:7 in the semi-final; Won against Erica Adjei (CAN) 24:6 in the quarter-final
2011 – Canadian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Vicky Pelletier (CAN) 11:9 in the final
2011 – Canadian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Vicky Pelletier (CAN) 11:9 in the semi-final; Won against Erin Woodrow (CAN) 7:1 in the quarter-final
2010 – Canadian Women's National Championships 5th place – 54KG Lost to Erin Woodrow (CAN) 10:9 in the quarter-final
2009 – Canadian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Mandy Bujold (CAN) 17:1 in the semi-final; Won against Linda Scourdits (CAN) 10:7 in the quarter-final

57KG – 🇪🇨 VALERIAN SPICER – DOMINICA (DMA)
Date Of Birth : 30/11/1979
Place Of Birth : United Kingdom
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Height : 170cm
Club : Islington BC
Residence : London, United Kingdom
Stance : Orthodox
Began boxing : 2009

Family Background : She was born in England to a Dominican mother and British father.

2018 – Gee Bee Women's Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 3rd place – 60KG Won against Anette Valtanen (FIN) 3:2 in the bronze medal match; Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2018 – Golden Girl Women's Box Cup (Boras, SWE) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Yvonne Baek Rasmussen (DEN) 5:0 in the final; Won against Sarah Dunne (ENG) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Myrea Van der Ijssel (NED) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 60KG Lost to Anastasia Beliakova (RUS) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Timea Takacs (HUN) TKO 4th round in the first preliminary round
2016 – AMBC American Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Santa Cruz de la Sierra, BOL) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Dayana Sanchez (ARG) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Karol Hibbert (PAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Event (Buenos Aires, ARG) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Kiria Tapia (PUR) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Cindy Claudio (ISV) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Nations Women's Cup (Ruma, SRB) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Kinga Siwa (POL) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Hasnaa Lachgar (MAR) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Alla Yarshevich (BLR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Agnes Alexiusson (SWE) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Karolina Gavrysiuk (POL) TKO 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2015 – Toronto 2015 Panamerican Games (Toronto, CAN) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Victoria Torres (MEX) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Panamerican Games Qualifier (Tijuana, MEX) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Kiria Tapia (PUR) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Angela Miranda (HON) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Boxam Tournament (Cartagena, ESP) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Anna Beuselinck (BEL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Svetlana Kamenova Staneva (BUL) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Sandra Brugger (SUI) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Nations Women's Cup (Subotica, SRB) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Natalia Shadrina (RUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Shi Yazhuo (CHN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Rimma Volosenko (KAZ) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Efthicia Kathopouli (CYP) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 60KG Lost to Katie Taylor (IRL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Alanna Murphy (IRL) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Alexis Pritchard-Todd (NZL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Islington Show (Islington, ENG) 1st place – 60KG Won against Carrie Coejeti (ENG) by points in the final
2014 – International Women's Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Sandy Ryan (ENG) 2:1 in the final
2014 – Golden Girl Box Cup (Boras, SWE) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Sandra Brugger (SUI) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – London-Lagos Dual Match (London, ENG) – 57KG Lost to Nike Salami (NGR) 3:0
2013 – Haringey Women's Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Helena Envall (SWE) 5:0 in the final
2013 – Golden Girl Box Cup (Boras, SWE) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Emilia Skrikio (FIN) 9:6 in the semi-final; Won against Klara Svensson (SWE) 13:11 in the quarter-final
2012 – Angered City Women's Boxing Cup (Goteborg, SWE) 7th place – 57KG Lost to Dervla Duffy (IRL) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2012 – English Women's National Championships 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Lisa Whiteside (ENG) by points in the final

57KG – 🇳🇱 MANTOA RANONE – LESOTHO (LES)
Date Of Birth : 04/04/1997
Place Of Birth : Lesobeng
Club : Qoaling
Residence : Maseru
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**ALEXIS PRITCHARD – NEW ZEALAND (NZL)**

**Date Of Birth:** 24/09/1983  
**Place Of Birth:** Bellville, Western Cape, South Africa  
**Height:** 178cm  
**Coach:** Cameron Todd  
**Club:** Cameron Todd Boxing  
**Residence:** Auckland

- **2017 – Trans Tasman Women's Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Skye Nicolson (AUS) 4:1 in the final**  
- **2017 – Taipei City Women's Cup (Taipei, TPE) 1st place – 60KG Won against Nguyen Ti Tuyen (VIE) 5:0 in the final; Won against Huang Hsiao Wen (TPE) 4:1 in the semi-final**  
- **2016 – New Zealand Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Marea Motu (NZL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Elizabeth White (NZL) TKO 2nd round in the semi-final**  
- **2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 60KG Lost to Yana Alekseeva (AZE) 2:0 in the third preliminary round; Won against Ayako Minowa (JPN) 2:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Lilia Venglovscia (MDA) TKO 1st round in the first preliminary round**  
- **2016 – AIBA Asian & Oceanian Olympic Qualification Event (Qian’an, CHN) participant – 60KG Lost to Luu Thi Duyen (VIE) 3:0 in the first preliminary round**  
- **2016 – Trans Tasman Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Cassandra Axon (AUS) 3:0 in the final**  
- **2016 – Nations Women’s Cup (Ruma, SRB) 6th place – 60KG Lost to King Siwa (POL) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Andreja Bester (SLO) 3:0 in the first preliminary round**  
- **2015 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Veronica Takaia (NZL) WO in the final**  
- **2014 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 60KG Lost to Luu Thi Duyen (VIE) 2:1 in the first preliminary round**  
- **2014 – New Zealand Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG**  
- **2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) participant – 60KG Lost to Valerian Spicer (DMA) 3:0 in the first preliminary round**  
- **2014 – New Zealand North Island Golden Gloves Tournament (Taupo, NZL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Tania Robertson (NZL) 3:0 in the final**  
- **2014 – International Women's Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Natasha Jonas (ENG) 3:0 in the final**  
- **2014 – Feliks Stamm Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) participant – 60KG Lost to Chantelle Cameron (ENG) 2:0 in the first preliminary round**  
- **2014 – Sting Women's Cup (Melbourne, AUS) 1st place – 60KG Won against Taylah Gentzen (AUS) by points in the final**  
- **2013 – Four Nations Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Tania Robertson (NZL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Jessica Rettalack (AUS) 2:1 in the semi-final**  
- **2013 – China Open Tournament (Guiyang, CHN) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Nesthy Petecio (PHI) 3:0 in the final; Won against Xie Lili (CHN) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Preeti Beniwal (IND) 3:0 in the quarter-final**  
- **2013 – Gee Bee Tournament (Helsinki, FIN) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 20:9 in the semi-final**  
- **2012 – New Zealand Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Tania Robertson (NZL) 22:15 in the final**
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MICHAELA WALSH – NORTHERN IRELAND (IRL)

Date Of Birth : 05/06/1993
Place Of Birth : Belfast
Height : 168cm
Coach : Paul Johnson; Damien Walsh
Club : Monkstown BC
Residence : Belfast
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her brother and father
Boxing idol : Aidan Walsh
Hobby : Boxing
Number of training hours : 25 in a week
Number of bouts : 55
Began boxing : 2003

Family Background : Her brother Aidan and her father Damien are/were boxers

2018 – Irish Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Dervla Duffy (IRL) 5:0 in the final; Won against Tiegian Russell (IRL) WO in the semi-final

2017 – European Union Women's Boxing Championships (Cascia, ITA) 1st place – 54KG Won against Azize Nimani (GER) 5:0 in the final; Won against Helena Envall (SWE) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Iulia Coroli (MDA) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Ebonie Jones (ENG) 5:0 in the first preliminary round

2015 – Irish Women's National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Ceire Smith (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Ringside Women’s Tournament (Independence, USA) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Felisha Estrada Gonzalez (USA) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Emily Dagnan (USA) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Baku 2015 European Games (Baku, AZE) 9th place – 54KG Lost to Elena Saveleva (RUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – IRL-FIN Women's Dual Match – 54KG Won against Marjut Lausti (FIN) 3:0
2015 – Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 54KG
2014 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 54KG Lost to Anna Alimardanova (AZE) 2:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Sarah-Joy Rae (JAM) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Nicola Adams (ENG) 2:1 in the final; Won against Pinky Jangra Rani (IND) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Sarah-Joy Rae (JAM) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Tessa Dumas (MRI) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Bucharest, ROM) 7th place – 54KG Lost to Elena Saveleva (RUS) 2:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Ivanna Krupenia (UKR) 2:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Helina Bruyevich (BLR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – GER-IRL Women's Dual Match2 (Wittenburg, GER) – 54KG Draw against Ornella Wahner (GER)
2014 – GER-IRL Women's Dual Match1 (Wittenburg, GER) – 54KG Draw against Azize Nimani (GER)
2014 – Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Dervla Duffy (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Northern Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Nicole Meli (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2013 – ESP-IRL Women's Dual Match – 54KG Lost to Eva Maria Naranjo (ESP) by points
2013 – European Union Women’s Championships (Keszthely, HUN) participant – 57KG Lost to Ornella Wahner (GER) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2013 – Belfast Women's Box Tournament (Belfast, IRL) 1st place – 57KG Won against Marine Rostan (FRA) 2:1 in the final
2013 – Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Joanne Lamb (IRL) 14:13 in the final
2012 – IRL-ENG Women's Dual Match2 – 57KG Won against Lisa Whiteside (ENG) 14:12
2012 – IRL-ENG Women's Dual Match1 – 57KG Lost to Lisa Whiteside (ENG) 20:12
2012 – Belfast Women's Box Tournament (Belfast, IRL) 1st place – 57KG Won against Joyce Van Ee (BEL) 20:18 in the final
2012 – IRL-SCO Women's Dual Match – 57KG Won against Kristen Fraser (SCO) 13:4
2012 – Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Dervla Duffy (IRL) 15:13 in the final
2012 – Northern Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG
2011 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Rotterdam, NED) participant – 57KG Lost to Sandra Kruk (POL) 16:9 in the first preliminary round
2011 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Antalya, TUR) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Ornella Wahner (GER) 18:17 in the semi-final; Won against Celine Vastine (FRA) 16:6 in the quarter-final; Won against Farzona Karimova (TJK) 25:12 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Irish National Youth Selection Tournament 1st place – 57KG
2011 – Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against Dervla Duffy (IRL) 12:10 in the final; Won against Stephanie Quaile (IRL) 7:1 in the semi-final; Won against Ciara Noonan (IRL) 4:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Youth Boxing Championships (Sangatte, FRA) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Ornella Wahner (GER) 6:0 in the semifinal; Won against Celine Vastine (FRA) 7:0 in the quarter-final
2008 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Junior Boxing Championships (Yambol, BUL) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Armine Nersesyan (RUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Kremena Mladenova (BUL) 1:1 in the semi-final

57KG – VICTORIA GLOVER – SCOTLAND (SCO)
Date Of Birth : 16/05/1999
Place Of Birth : Glasgow
Height : 162cm
Coach : Stephen Forsyth; Colin Murray
Club : Forsyths BC
Residence : Glasgow
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person: Her coaches
Boxing idol: Muhammad Ali
Number of training hours: 18 in a week
Number of bouts: 22
Began boxing: 2009

2017 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Guwahati, IND) 7th place – 57KG Lost to Namuun Monkhor (MGL) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Angela Nagy (HUN) 5:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Giordano Sorrentino (ITA) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2017 – British Women's Youth Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 1st place – 54KG Won against Maisey-Rose Courtney (ENG) 4:1 in the final
2017 – ENG-SCO Women's Youth Dual Match – 51KG Won against Courtney Swanton (ENG) 3:0
2016 – British Women's Youth Championships (Cardiff, WAL) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Emma Dolan (ENG) TKO 2nd round in the final
2016 – Scottish Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 54KG Won against Charlie Wilson (SCO) 3:0 in the final; Won against Cassidy Todd (SCO) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – Scottish Women's Youth Western District Championships 1st place – 54KG
2015 – SCO-ENG Women's Junior Dual Match – 54KG Lost to Ivy-Jane Smith (ENG) 2:1
2015 – Scottish Women's Junior Western District Championships 1st place – 54KG

57KG – 🇱🇰 KESHANI HANSIKA KASTHURI ARACHCHIGE – SRI LANKA (SRI)
Date Of Birth: 30/05/1991
Place Of Birth: Awissawella
Height: 170cm
Coach: Harsha Kumara
Club: MAS Unichela BC
Residence: Kahathuduwa
Stance: Orthodox
Her most influential person: Her mother
Boxing idol: Muhammad Ali
Hobby: Reading
Number of training hours: 22 in a week
Number of bouts: 139
Began boxing: 2010

2018 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 5th place – 57KG Lost to Nesthy Petecio (PHI) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2018 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against P.A.H.C. Pasyala (SRI) AB 1st round in the final
2017 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against H.M.D.M. Herath (SRI) AB 1st round in the final
2017 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Ho Chi Minh City, VIE) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Huang Hsiao Wen (TPE) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Sri Lankan Women's National Selection Tournament (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against W.W.A.K. Thiwanka (SRI) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against B.D.R. Mendis (SRI) WO in the semi-final
2017 – Layton Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to B.D.R. Mendis (SRI) AB 1st round in the final; Won against N.G. Batuwita (SRI) KO 1st round in the semi-final; Won against M.G.N. Malage (SRI) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2017 – Slovakian Women's Boxing Cup (Klin, SVK) 7th place – 57KG Lost to Marianna Maksimov (UKR) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against V.R.S. Dilini (SRI) 3:0 in the final; Won against D.N.D.L. Dharmasena (SRI) TKO 1st round in the semi-final
2016 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 60KG Won against S.B.A. Sadamali (SRI) 3:0 in the final; Won against V.R.S. Dilini (SRI) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – Layton Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 60KG Won against Maisey-Rose Courtney (ENG) 4:1 in the final
2015 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Wulanchabu, CHN) participant – 60KG Lost to Mavzuna Chorjyeva (TJK) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Montana Belts Women's Tournament (Argenteuil, FRA) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Efthicia Kathopouli (CYP) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG Won against D.I.A. Ranathunga (SRI) TKO 3rd round in the final; Won against L.P.K.A.D. Dharmathilake (SRI) TKO 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) TKO 3rd round in the quarter-final

2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 57KG Lost to Chen Wen Ling (TPE) 2:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Christina Marwan Jembay (INA) 3:0 in the first preliminary round

2014 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against L.P.K.A.D. Dharmathilake (SRI) 3:0 in the final; Won against D.I.A. Ranathunga (SRI) TKO 4th round in the semi-final; Won against K.G.N. Kaluarachchi (SRI) TKO 1st round in the quarter-final

2014 – Layton Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) by points in the final

2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) participant – 60KG Lost to Charlene Jones (WAL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round

2014 – Lion's Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Park Ji Na (KOR) 2:1 in the quarter-final

2013 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against H.M.K.G. Udayangani (SRI) 3:0 in the final

2013 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) 3:0 in the final

2013 – Layton Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) 3:0 in the final

2012 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 2nd place – 57KG Lost to B.L.S. Sandareka (SRI) RSC 3rd round in the final

2012 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 3rd place – 57KG Won against M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) 10+:10 in the semi-final

2012 – Sri Lankan Women's National Championships 3rd place – 57KG Lost to M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) 17:16 in the semi-final; Won against M.U.D. Fernando (SRI) RSC 4th round in the quarter-final

2011 – Clifford Women's Cup (Colombo, SRI) 1st place – 57KG Won against M.P.K. Salgadu (SRI) 13:6 in the final

2011 – Sri Lankan Women's Intermediate National Championships 1st place – 57KG

60KG – 🇦🇺 ANJA STRIDSMAN – AUSTRALIA (AUS)

Date Of Birth : 06/04/1987
Place Of Birth : Sweden
Club : PCYC Umina
Residence : Sydney
Number of bouts : 58

2017 – Australian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Jessica Rettalack (AUS) 3:2 in the final; Won against Kalani Grant (AUS) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Kimberly Bennett (AUS) 5:0 in the quarter-final

2017 – Silesian Women’s Open Boxing Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 6th place – 60KG Lost to Lynn Calder (SCO) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final

2017 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) participant – 60KG Lost to Yana Aleksieevna (AZE) 3:2 in the first preliminary round

2016 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 57KG Lost to Viktoria Kuleshova (RUS) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Sara Beram (CRO) TKO 4th round in the first preliminary round

2016 – Australian Women's Non-Olympic Weight Selection Event 1st place – 57KG Won against Emma Carruthers (AUS) 3:0 in the final

2016 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Yin Junhua (CHN) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Agnes Alexiussion (SWE) 2:1 in the second preliminary round; Won against Makhfuzakhon Ergasheva (UZB) 3:0 in the first preliminary round

2015 – Australian Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Shelley Watts (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Emma Carruthers (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final

2015 – Ringside Women's Tournament (Independence, USA) 1st place – 60KG Won against Felisha Estrada Gonzalez (USA) 3:0 in the final; Won against Rosa Torres (USA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Sharline Mendez (USA) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Carmen Vargas (USA) 3:0 in the first preliminary round

2015 – Australian Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Skye Nicolson (AUS) 2:0 in the final

2014 – New South Wales Women's State Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Melaine Pierides (AUS) 3:0 in the final
60KG – 🇺🇸 KIMBERLY GITTENS – BARBADOS (BAR)
Date Of Birth : 02/05/1992
Place Of Birth : Bridgetown
Height : 168cm
Coach : Gary Bowen
Club : Barbados Sports Program
Residence : Bridgetown
Stance : Southpaw
Hobby : Dancing
Her most influential person : Her mother
Boxing idol : Katie Taylor
Number of training hours : 24 in a week
Number of bouts : 24
Began boxing : 2009
2018 – Central American & Caribbean Games Qualifier (Tijuana, MEX) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Mirquin Jahaziel Sena (DOM) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Caribbean Development Women’s Boxing Tournament (Gros Islet, STL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Harmoni Meriot (GDL) 3:2 in the final
2017 – Creole Women’s Tournament (Gros Islet, STL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Harmoni Meriot (GDL) 3:2 in the final
2017 – AMBC American Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Tegucigalpa, HON) 7th place – 64KG Lost to Omailyn Alcala (VEN) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Eastern Caribbean States Women’s Tournament (Gros Islet, STL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Harmoni Meriot (GDL) 5:0 in the final
2016 – Caribbean Development Women’s Boxing Tournament (Bridgetown, BAR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Cindy Claudio (ISV) 3:0 in the final; Won against Laura Harismendy (GDL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Event (Buenos Aires, ARG) participant – 60KG Lost to Mikaela Mayer (USA) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Caribbean Development Women’s Boxing Tournament (Georgetown, GUY) 1st place – 64KG Won against Shantal Adams (TRI) 3:0 in the final
2014 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 64KG Lost to Vaida Valiskyte (LTU) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Uyanga Erdenesoyol (MGL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Horace Phillips Memorial Tournament (Bridgetown, BAR) 1st place – 69KG Won against Tiffany Reddick (ISV) 3:0 in the final
2013 – AMBC American Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Puerto La Cruz, VEN) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Danyelle Wolf (USA) 13:4 in the semi-final
2013 – TRI-BAR Women’s Dual Match – 69KG Won against Kimberly Jackson (TRI) by points
2012 – AMBC American Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Cornwall, CAN) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Myriam Da Silva (CAN) 16:8 in the final
2011 – 2nd Panamerican Games Women’s Qualification Tournament (Quito, ECU) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Franchon Crews (USA) 22:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) participant – 69KG Lost to Lotte Lien (NOR) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2010 – Barbadian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 69KG

60KG – 🇧🇼 ARATWA KASEMANG – BOTSWANA (BOT)
Date Of Birth : 13/02/1995
Place Of Birth : Gaborone
Height : 167cm
Club : University of Botswana
Residence : Gaborone
Occupation : Student
2018 – African Zone 4 Women’s Championships (Maputo, MOZ) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Alcinda Panguana (MOZ) RSC 3rd round in the final
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Oumaima Bel Ahib (MAR) 3:2 in the semi-final
2016 – Botswana Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Keamogetse Kenosi (BOT) 3:0 in the final

60KG – CAROLINE VEYRE – CANADA (CAN)

Date Of Birth : 04/10/1988
Place Of Birth : Paris, France
Height : 168cm
Coach : Douggy Berneche; Leonard Kwitkowski
Club : Club Boxe de l’Est
Residence : Montreal, Québec
Stance : Orthodox
Began boxing : 2006

Family background: Her mother was born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

2017 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Beatriz Ferreira (BRA) 5:0 in the final; Won against Nguyen Thi Tuyen (VIE) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Flora Pili (FRA) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Rashida Ellis (USA) 4:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Celtic Women’s Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Kellie Harrington (IRL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Tiegan Russell (IRL) 3:2 in the semi-final
2017 – AMBC American Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Tegucigalpa, HON) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Beatriz Ferreira (BRA) 4:1 in the final; Won against Mikaela Mayer (USA) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Maria Zuniga (CRC) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Canadian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Deedra Chestnut (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Odile Letellier (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – CAN-PUR Women’s Dual Match (Winnipeg, CAN) – 60KG Won against Natasha Cantero (PUR) 3:0
2016 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 9th place – 60KG Lost to Estelle Mossely (FRA) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Maja Saric (CRO) TKO 1st round in the first preliminary round
2016 – AIBA American Olympic Qualification Event (Buenos Aires, ARG) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Mikaela Mayer (USA) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Canadian Women’s National Olympic Trials (Montreal, CAN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Sabrina Aubin (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Samantha Johnson (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Toronto 2015 Panamerican Games (Toronto, CAN) 1st place – 60KG Won against Dayana Sanchez (ARG) 2:0 in the final; Won against Mirquin Jahaziel Sena (DOM) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Kiria Tapia (PUR) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2015 – Panamerican Games Qualifier (Tijuana, MEX) 1st place – 60KG Won against Kiria Tapia (PUR) 2:0 in the final; Won against Dayana Sanchez (ARG) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Stefani Barrientos Lopez (PER) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Adriana Araujo (BRA) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Cheo Aponte Tournament (Caguas, PUR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Kiria Tapia (PUR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Mirquin Jahaziel Sena (DOM) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2014 – AIBA Women’s World boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 60KG Lost to Charlene Jones (WAL) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Alexandra Strickland (CAN) 2:0 in the final; Won against Odile Letellier (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Marie-Jeanne Parent (CAN) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – AMBC American Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Guadalajara, MEX) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Adriana Araujo (BRA) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Diana Tello (ECU) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – Feliks Stamm Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Yulia Tsiplakova (UKR) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Beuselinck (BEL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – USA-CAN Women's Dual Match (Colorado Springs, USA) – 60KG Lost to Queen Underwood (USA) 2:1
2013 – Dublin Boxing Gala (Dublin, IRL) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Katie Taylor (IRL) 3:0 in the final
2013 – Canadian Final Team Selection Tournament 1st place – 60KG Won against Odile Letellier (CAN) 3:0 in the final;
2013 – Canadian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Stephanie Walker (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Irene Fiolek (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Sheena Flamand (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – Canadian Women's National Golden Gloves Tournament 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Sabrina Aubin (CAN) 2:1 in the final; Won against River Tucker (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2013 – AMBC American Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Puerto La Cruz, VEN) 3rd place – 57KG Lost to Jen Hamann (USA) 24:14 in the semi-final
2013 – Montana Belts Tournament (Argenteuil, FRA) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Romina Marenda (ITA) by points in the semi-final; Won against Stelly Ferge (FRA) by points in the quarter-final
2012 – Canadian Final Team Selection Tournament 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Sabrina Aubin (CAN) 15:10 in the final
2012 – Canadian Women's National Championships 2nd place – 57KG Lost to Melissa Guillemette (CAN) by points in the final; Won against Jaime Ward (CAN) 20:10 in the semi-final; Won against Irene Fiole (CAN) 14:4 in the quarter-final
2010 – Canadian Final Team Selection Tournament 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Chantelle Doucet (CAN) 21:2 in the semi-final
2010 – Canadian Women's National Championships 7th place – 51KG Lost to Chantelle Doucet (CAN) 7:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Canadian Women's National Championships 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Vicky Pelletier (CAN) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Beth Muir (CAN) 7:3 in the quarter-final

60KG – PAIGE MURNEY – ENGLAND (ENG)
Date Of Birth : 21/01/1995
Place Of Birth : Leicester
Height : 176cm
Coach : Ajmal Hudge Butt
Club : Leicester Unity
Residence : Leicester
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her mother and her coach
Boxing idol : Muhammad Ali; Sugar Ray Leonard
Hobby : Boxing
Number of training hours : 40 in a week
Number of bouts : 40
Began boxing : 2011
2018 – Nations Women’s Cup (Sombor, SRB) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Karina Ibragimova (KAZ) 4:1 in the final; Won against Rimma Volosenko (KAZ) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Bojana Ranic (SRB) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Shi Yazhuo (CHN) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – European Union Women’s Boxing Championships (Cascia, ITA) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Carmela Donnicauto (ITA) 3:2 in the semi-final
2017 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Madeleine Angelsen (NOR) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final
2017 – British Women’s Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 1st place – 64KG Won against Megan Reid (SCO) 4:1 in the final
2017 – English Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Cherelle Brown (ENG) 3:2 in the final; Won against Alanna Murphy-Nihell (IRL) 4:1 in the semi-final
2017 – ENG-SWE Women’s Dual Match – 64KG Won against Jelena Jelic (SWE) 5:0
2016 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Ditte Frostholm (DEN) 2:1 in the semi-final
2016 – English Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Cherelle Brown (ENG) 2:1 in the final; Won against Alanna Nihell-Murphy (IRL) 2:1 in the semi-final
2015 – Queen’s Cup (Stralsund, GER) 6th place – 64KG Lost to Rosie Eccles (WAL) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Stephanie Wroe (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – British Women’s Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Lauren Price (WAL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Gardner Moore (SCO) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – English Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Stacey Copeland (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – Liverpool International Women’s Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 69KG Won against Natasha Cole (ENG) 2:1 in the final
2012 – English Women's Youth National Championships 1995 Born Boxers 1st place – 66KG Won against Charlie Southam (ENG) by points in the final

60KG – SARITA DEVI LAISHRAM – INDIA (IND)
Date Of Birth : 03/01/1982
Place Of Birth : Thoubal, Manipur
Height : 168cm
Coach : Shiv Singh
Club : All India Police
Residence : Imphal
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her brother
Boxing idol : Muhammad Ali
Hobby : Community service; Gardening; Singing
Number of training hours : 24 in a week
Number of bouts : 212
Began boxing : 1998
Awards : She received the Arhuna Award in 2009

Family Background : Her son Tumthil was born in 2013
2018 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Qi Yawan (CHN) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Concetta Marchese (ITA) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2018 – Indian Women’s International Open Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 3:2 in the final; Won against Priyanka Chaudhary (IND) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Peamwilai Laopeam (THA) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2018 – Indian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Ramilal Pavitra (IND) 4:1 in the final; Won against Monika (IND) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Aquila Dupak (IND) RSC 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Mutulakshmi (IND) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2017 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Ho Chi Minh City, VIE) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Dou Dan (CHN) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Maarunakhon Meliyeva (UZB) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Indian Women's National Selection Trials 1st place – 64KG Won against Sarika Kumari (IND) 5:0 in the final; Won against Simaranjeet (IND) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Shashi Kala (IND) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 60KG Lost to Victoria Torres (MEX) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Alla Yarshevich (BLR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – AIBA Asian & Oceanian Olympic Qualification Event (Qian'an, CHN) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Luu Thi Duyen (VIE) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Tomoko Kugimiya (JPN) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – South Asian Games (Shillong, IND) 1st place – 60KG Won against Viushika Prabadi (IND) 3:0 in the final; Won against Saraswati Rana (NEP) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Satì Akhter (BAN) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2014 – Incheon 2014 Asian Games (Incheon, KOR) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Park Ji Na (KOR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Oyungurel Suvederdene (MGL) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Ri Chung Son (PRK) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Shelley Watts (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Maria Machongua (MOZ) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Charlene Jones (WAL) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Kehinde Obareh (NGR) TKO 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2014 – Indian Women’s National Selection Trials 1st place – 60KG
2012 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) 11th place – 60KG Lost to Natasha Jonas (ENG) 25:22 in the third preliminary round; Won against Gulsum Tatar (TUR) 14:13 in the second preliminary round; Won against Ayzanat Gadhziyeva (AZE) 27:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Ulanbaatar, MGL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Mazvuna Choriiyeva (TKJ) 16:9 in the final; Won against Dong Cheng (CHN) 26:15 in the semi-final; Won against Gulzhan Ubiniyazova (KAZ) 23:11 in the quarter-final
2011 – Indian Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 51KG Lost to Pinky Jangra (IND) 34:34 in the semi-final
2011 – Indian Women’s National Games 2nd place – 51KG Lost to Pinky Jangra (IND) 5:0 in the final; Won against Vinita Mahar (IND) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Rebecca Lalrinmawi (IND) 18:2 in the quarter-final
2010 – Indian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 51KG Won against Rebecca Lalrinmawi (IND) by points in the final; Won against Daljeet Kaur (IND) by points in the semi-final
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2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) participant – 51KG Lost to Suneyra Yazici (TUR) 12:8 in the second preliminary round; Won against Aleksandra Kulesheva (RUS) 11:8 in the first preliminary round
2010 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 1st place – 51KG Won against Nandintsetseg Myagmardulam (MGL) 16:5 in the final; Won against Aigerim Askarova (KAZ) 12:8 in the semi-final; Won against Ri Hyang Mi (PRK) 10:1 in the quarter-final
2009 – Asian Indoor Games (Hanoi, VIE) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Zhang Qin (CHN) 9:7 in the final; Won against Doan Thi Lien (VIE) 25:3 in the semi-final; Won against Ayako Minowa (JPN) 16:5 in the quarter-final
2008 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Ningbo, CHN) 3rd place – 52KG Lost to Annie Albania (PHI) 8:3 in the semi-final; Won against Tserendorj Tserenchimeg (MGL) RSCH 1st round in the quarter-final; Won against Samih Abou Elggehit (EGY) 12:5 in the second preliminary round; Won against Salihah Ouchen (FRA) 12:5 in the first preliminary round
2008 – Indian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 52KG
2008 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Guwahati, IND) 1st place – 52KG Won against Ren Cancan (CHN) 5+:5 in the final; Won against Tserendorj Tserenchimeg (MGL) RSC 1st round in the semi-final; Won against Le Thi Ngan Hang (VIE) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2008 – Witch Cup (Pecs, HUN) 2nd place – 52KG Lost to Shipra Nilsson (SWE) 13:8 in the final; Won against Ayse Tas (TUR) 22:9 in the semi-final; Won against Dora Perjes (HUN) AB 2nd round in the quarter-final
2006 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 52KG Won against Viktoria Rudenko (UKR) 24:16 in the final; Won against Samia Abou El-Sayed (EGY) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Maarit Teuronen (FIN) 22:11 in the quarter-final; Won against Suneyra Yazici (TUR) 18:6 in the first preliminary round
2006 – Venus Women’s Box Cup (Vejle, DEN) 1st place – 54KG Won against Karolina Michalczuk (POL) 35:32 in the final; Won against Kati Collander (FIN) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Ahlam Schil (FRA) RSCO 1st round in the quarter-final
2005 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Podolsk, RUS) 3rd place – 54KG Lost to Dina Burger (SUI) RSCO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Ludmilla Hrytsay (UKR) RSCO 2nd round in the quarter-final
2005 – Asian Women’s Boxing Championships (Kaohsiung, TPE) 1st place – 54KG Won against Ha Son Bi (PRK) by points in the final; Won against To Thi Minh Ngia (VIE) by points in the semi-final
2005 – International Women’s Tournament (St. Petersbourg, RUS) 5th place – 54KG Lost to Yevgeniya Grebenshchikova (RUS) 36:34 in the quarter-final; Won against Karolina Michalczuk (POL) RSCO 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2004 – Women’s World Cup (Tonsberg, NOR) 2nd place – 54KG Lost to Zhang Xiyan (CHN) RSCO 2nd round in the final; Won against Kari Jensen (NOR) 38:21 in the semi-final; Won against Anna Kråh (DEN) RSCO 2nd round in the quarter-final
2003 – Asian Women’s Boxing Championships (Hisar, IND) 1st place – 54KG Won against Ha Son Bi (PRK) by points in the final; Won against Chen Hsin Tsu (TPE) by points in the semi-final
2003 – Ahmet Comert Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 3rd place – 54KG
2002 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Antalya, TUR) 5th place – 54KG Lost to Zhang Xiyan (CHN) by points in the quarter-final
2001 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Scranton, USA) participant – 57KG Lost to Alexandra Matheus (DEN) 16:8 in the first preliminary round
2001 – Asian Women’s Boxing Championships (Bangkok, THA) 2nd place – 57KG Won against Zhang Maomao (CHN) by points in the final

60KG – 🇳🇿 TROY GARTON – NEW ZEALAND (NZL)

Date Of Birth : 20/02/1988
Place Of Birth : Auckland
Height : 163cm
Coach : Terrence Reid-Batchelor
Club : Mayhem Boxing Team
Residence : Auckland
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her coach
Boxing idol : Katie Taylor
Hobby : Fashion; Costume design
Number of training hours : 9 in a week
Number of bouts : 30
Began boxing : 2014
2018 – New Zealand Spirit of Anzacs Women’s Tournament (Hamilton, NZL) 1st place – 60KG Draw against Pelea Fruean (NZL)
2017 – Trans Tasman Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Jessica Rettalack (AUS) 4:1 in the final
2017 – Absco Shields Women’s Championships 3rd Round (Port Douglas, AUS) 1st place – 60KG Won against Jessica Cashman (AUS) 3:0 in the final
2017 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Rangi Hetet (NZL) 5:0 in the final
2017 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 2nd Round (Port Douglas, AUS) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Lucy Hand (AUS) 2:1 in the final
2017 – Whangarei Women’s Fight Night (Whangarei, NZL) 1st place – 60KG Draw against Pelea Fruean (NZL)
2016 – New Zealand Northern Island Women’s Golden Gloves Tournament (Taupo, NZL) 1st place – 64KG Won against Melyssa McGlynn (NZL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Fa’asu Loia (NZL) 2:0 in the semi-final
2016 – New Zealand Women’s National Selection Tournament 1st place – 60KG
2015 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Tournament (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Floral Okegbugwu (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Show (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Toyin Adejumola (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Show (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Toyin Adejumola (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2014 – AIBA Women’s Youth World Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) participant – 60KG Lost to Esra Yildiz (TUR) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Uurintuya Gantulga (MGL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2013 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Show (Lagos, NGR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Ruth Okenye (NGR) by points in the final
2012 – Nigerian Women’s National Sports Festival 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Adeniji Bukola (NGR) 10:0 in the semi-final

60KG – YETUNDE WURAOLA ODUNUGA – NIGERIA (NGR)

Date Of Birth : 19/11/1997
Club : Always Boxing Club
Residence : Lagos
Occupation : Army Officer
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Marcela Sakobi Matsu (DRC) 3:2 in the final; Won against Chaimaa Radi (MAR) 3:1 in the semi-final; Won against Keamogetswe Kenosi (BOT) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Nigerian Women’s National Selection Tournament 1st place – 60KG
2015 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Tournament (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 60KG Won against Floral Okegbugwu (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Nigerian Women’s Youth National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Asa Abigail Etim (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Show (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 64KG Won against Toyin Adejumola (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2014 – AIBA Women’s Youth World Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) participant – 60KG Lost to Esra Yildiz (TUR) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Uurintuya Gantulga (MGL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2013 – Lagos Women’s Boxing Show (Lagos, NGR) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Ruth Okenye (NGR) by points in the final
2012 – Nigerian Women’s National Sports Festival 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Adeniji Bukola (NGR) 10:0 in the semi-final

60KG – ALANNA AUDLEY NIHELL-MURPHY – NORTHERN IRELAND (IRL)

Date Of Birth : 14/10/1985
Place Of Birth : Belfast
Height : 165cm
Coach : Allan Wilton
Club : East Side BC
Residence : Belfast
Stance : Orthodox
Occupation : Corporal in the British Army
Her most influential person : Her husband
Boxing idol : Mike Tyson
Hobby : Spending time with the family
Number of training hours : 24 in a week
Number of bouts : 118
Began boxing : 1996
Family Background : Her younger brother is a professional boxer
Comment : She is the woman team captain of the Northern Irish team
2017 – Eindhoven Women’s Box Cup (Eindhoven, NED) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Anastasia Beliakova (RUS) 5:0 in the final; Won against Beata Dudekova (NED) 5:0 in the semi-final
2017 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 1st place – 64KG Won against Madeleine Angel森 (NOR) DQ 3rd round in the final; Won against Lina Skoghagen (SWE) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Jelena Jelic (SWE) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – English Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Paige Munney (ENG) 4:1 in the semi-final
2016 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 1st place – 64KG Won against Ditte Frostholm (DEN) TKO 2nd round in the final; Won against Chayanne O’Neill (IRL) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Megan Reid (SCO) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – English Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Paige Munney (ENG) 2:1 in the semi-final
2015 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 1st place – 64KG Won against Oriance Lungu (ENG) 3:0 in the final; Won against Patricia Berghult (SWE) 2:1 in the semi-final
2015 – English Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Sophie Colbourne (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Shelley Watts (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Valerian Spicer (DMA) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2014 – GER-IRL Women’s Dual Match2 (Wittenburg, GER) – 60KG Draw against Nina Meinke (GER)
2014 – GER-IRL Women’s Dual Match1 (Wittenburg, GER) – 60KG Lost to Tasheena Bugar (GER) 2:0
2014 – Northern Irish Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Sarah Close (IRL) 2:1 in the final; Won against Carla Wright (IRL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2013 – Haringey International Women’s Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Linnea Strandell (SWE) 3:2 in the final; Won against Sandra Brugger (SUI) 5:0 in the semi-final
2013 – Irish Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Kelly Harrington (IRL) 15:6 in the semi-final
2012 – English Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Ruth Raper (ENG) RSC 3rd round in the final
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) 9th place – 64KG Lost to Gulsum Tatar (TUR) 21:4 in the first preliminary round
2010 – EU Women’s Boxing Championships (Keszthely, HUN) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Gulsum Tatar (TUR) 4:0 in the quarter-final
2010 – Haringey International Tournament (Haringey, IRL) 1st place – 64KG Won against Suzanne Hemsley (ENG) by points in the final
2010 – English Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Chantelle Cameron (ENG) 27:15 in the final
2009 – English Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 64KG Won against Natasha Jonas (ENG) 17:1 in the final
2007 – IRL-ENG Women’s Dual Match – 66KG Won against Fiona Hayes (ENG) 10:5
2006 – NED-IRL Dual Match – 66KG Lost to Michelle De Jong (NED) 31:20
2006 – EU Women’s Boxing Championships (Porto Torres, ITA) 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Amanda Coulson (ENG) 23:13 in the semi-final; Won against Silvia Leoli (ESP) RSCO 2nd round in the quarter-final
2006 – Ahmet Comert Tournament (Istanbul, TUR) 6th place – 63KG Lost to Vinni Skovgaard (DEN) 16:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Ramona Subasa (ROM) RSCO 2nd round in the first preliminary round
2006 – Norway Box Cup (Oslo, NOR) 3rd place – 63KG Lost to Cecilia Braekhus (NOR) 18:14 in the semi-final; Won against Lana Cooper (WAL) RSC 2nd round in the quarter-final
2005 – CAN-IRL Dual Match2 – 63KG Won against Robyn Richards (CAN) 3:0
2005 – CAN-IRL Dual Match1 – 63KG Lost to Katie Dunn (CAN) 5:0
2005 – AIBA Women’s World Championships (Podolsk, RUS) 6th place – 63KG Lost to Cecilia Braekhus (NOR) 30:12 in the quarter-final; Won against Justyna Sroczynska (POL) 33:22 in the first preliminary round
2005 – European Women’s Boxing Championships (Tonsberg, NOR) 7th place – 63KG Lost to Kiyomet Karpuzoglu (TUR) 22:11 in the quarter-final
2005 – Ahmet Comert Tournament (Istanbul, ROM) 2nd place – 63KG Lost to Kiyomet Karpuzoglu (TUR) 18:16 in the final
2004 – Torneo Italia (Cascia, ITA) 2nd place – 63KG Lost to Manuela Mercenaro (ITA) DQ 3rd round in the final; Won against Anca Ionita (ROM) 21:18 in the semi-final; Won against Rachel Bird (CAN) 29:25 in the quarter-final

60KG – LAIZANI PERRY SOMA – PAPUA NEW-GUINEA (PNG)
Date Of Birth : 15/10/1996
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games - Women's Athlete Profiles

Place Of Birth : Port Moresby
Height : 163cm
Coach : Tom Boga
Club : Soy Cay BC
Residence : Port Moresby
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Marlin Soma
Boxing idol : Mike Tyson
Hobby : Reading; Writing
Number of training hours : 21 in a week
Number of bouts : 38
Began boxing : 2012
2017 – Papua New Guinean Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG
2017 – Charity Women’s Boxing Challenge (Sydney, AUS) 2nd place – 60KG
2016 – Papua New Guinean Women’s National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Manuela Lamberth (PNG) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Papua New Guinean Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Raphaela Kaore Baki (PNG) 2:1 in the final

69KG – KAYE SCOTT – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 20/09/1984
Place Of Birth : Wahroonga, New South Wales
Height : 178cm
Coach : Jamie Pittman
Club : Team Business
Residence : Wahroonga, Sydney
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Kevin Smith
Boxing idol : Claressa Shields; Floyd Mayweather; Sugar Ray Leonard
Number of training hours : 24 in a week
Number of bouts : 70 (52-0-18)
Began boxing : 2009
2017 – Australian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Jessica Messina (AUS) 5:0 in the final
2017 – Silesian Women’s Open Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Elmira Azizova (RUS) 4:1 in the final; Won against Anna Bilous (POL) RSC 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Gardner Moore (SCO) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) participant – 75KG Lost to Darima Sandakova (RUS) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Elzbieta Wojcik (POL) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – Balkan Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Caitlin Parker (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Assunta Canfora (ITA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Chen Simin (CHN) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Yang Xiaoli (CHN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Elif Guneri (TUR) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Soukayna Rabih (MAR) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Undram Erdenesoyol (MGL) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Australian Women’s Non-Olympic Weight Selection Event 1st place – 81KG
2015 – Australian Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Caitlin Parker (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Jessica Messina (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Queen’s Cup (Stralsund, GER) participant – 75KG Lost to Sarah Scheurich (GER) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Australian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Caitlin Parker (AUS) 2:1 in the final
2014 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 75KG Lost to Li Qian (CHN) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Leila Javadova (AZE) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Lauren Price (WAL) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Elizabeth Andiego Odhiambo (KEN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AUS-SCO Dual Match Additional Bout – 75KG Won against Jessica Messina (AUS) 3:0
2014 – Australian Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Jessica Messina (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Chei Aleta Kennealy (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final
2013 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Nouchka Fontijn (NED) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Federica Monacelli (ITA) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – Silesian Women's Open Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Lidia Fidura (POL) 14:13 in the final
2013 – Four Nations Tournament (Auckland, NZL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Cheyenne Whaanga (NZL) 2:1 in the final; Won against Megan Maka (NZL) 2:1 in the semi-final
2013 – Feliks Stamm Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) participant – 75KG Lost to Lidia Fidura (POL) 16:6 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Marichelle De Jong (NED) 21:9 in the quarter-final; Won against Carolina Quevedo (VEN) 25:13 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Australian Women's National Trials 1st place – 69KG Won against Joann Morgan French (AUS) 10:6 in the final; Won against Jessica Bouquet (AUS) 20:5 in the semi-final
2012 – Australian Women's National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Naomi Fischer-Rasmussen (AUS) 14:13 in the final; Won against Cassie Lear (AUS) 14:10 in the quarter-final
2011 – Nikolayev Women's Cup (Nikolayev, UKR) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Susan Haas (CAN) 11:7 in the quarter-final
2011 – Arafura Games (Darwin, AUS) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Pooja Rani (IND) 7:5 in the quarter-final
2011 – Australian Women's National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Naomi Fischer-Rasmussen (AUS) 9:2 in the final
2010 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 1st place – 69KG Won against Hadijila Khelif (ALG) 4:1 in the final; Won against Fatima Zahra Bassim (MAR) 5:0 in the semi-final
2016 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Event (Yaounde, CMR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Khadija Mardi (MAR) 3:0 in the final; Won against Edith Agu Ogoke (NGR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Ranaa Abdelhamid (EGY) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – All Africa Games (Brazzaville, CGO) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Ranaa Abdelhamid (EGY) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Sahar Mohamed (SUD) TKO 4th round in the quarter-final
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 75KG Lost to Nouchka Fontijn (NED) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Edith Agu Ogoke (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2013 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 75KG
2010 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 1st place – 69KG
2010 – Cameroon Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Bernadette Keuye (CMR) 3:0 in the final
2009 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 69KG
2008 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 66KG
2007 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 66KG

69KG – 🇨🇲 AUBIEGIE YANNICKE AZANGUE – CAMEROON (CMR)
Date Of Birth : 07/07/1988
Place Of Birth : Buéa
Residence : Yaounde
Previous sport : Tennis
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 1st place – 69KG Won against Hadijila Khelif (ALG) 4:1 in the final; Won against Fatima Zahra Bassim (MAR) 5:0 in the semi-final
2016 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Event (Yaounde, CMR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Khadija Mardi (MAR) 3:0 in the final; Won against Edith Agu Ogoke (NGR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Ranaa Abdelhamid (EGY) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – All Africa Games (Brazzaville, CGO) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Ranaa Abdelhamid (EGY) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Sahar Mohamed (SUD) TKO 4th round in the quarter-final
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 75KG Lost to Nouchka Fontijn (NED) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Edith Agu Ogoke (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2013 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 75KG
2010 – AFBC African Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Yaoundé, CMR) 1st place – 69KG
2010 – Cameroon Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Bernadette Keuye (CMR) 3:0 in the final
2009 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 69KG
2008 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 66KG
2007 – Cameroon Women's National Cup 1st place – 66KG

69KG – 🇨🇦 MARIE-JEANNE PARENT – CANADA (CAN)
Date Of Birth : 08/07/1995
Place Of Birth : Quebec
Height : 163cm
Coach : Eve Fortin
Club : Club de Boxe Empire
Residence : Quebec
Hobby: Crossfit; Skiing; Soccer
Number of bouts: 48
Began boxing: 2008
2017 – Canadian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Myriam Da Silva (CAN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Marie-Pierre Houle (CAN) 3:0 the semi-final; Won against Carolyn Redmond (CAN) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2017 – Campbelltown Women’s Tournament (Campbelltown, CAN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Tina Hansen (CAN) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Quebec Provincial Women’s Championships 1st place – 69KG
2016 – Canadian Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Myriam Da Silva (CAN) 2:1 in the semi-final
2016 – Gants Dores Women’s Championships (Montreal, CAN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Kaitlyn Clark (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Marie-Pierre Houle (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Quebec Provincial Women’s Championships 1st place – 64KG
2015 – Gants Dores Women’s Championships (Montreal, CAN) 1st place – 60KG
2014 – Canadian Women’s National Championships 5th place – 60KG Lost to Caroline Veyre (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – Quebec Provincial Women’s Youth Championships 1st place – 60KG
2012 – Quebec Provincial Women’s Youth Championships 1st place – 60KG

69KG – Sandy Ryan – England (ENG)
Date Of Birth: 16/09/1993
Place Of Birth: Derby
Height: 177cm
Coach: Lee Pullen
Club: One Nation Pegasus ABC
Residence: Derby
Stance: Orthodox
Her most influential person: Her brother
Boxing idol: Muhammad Ali
Hobby: Yoga
Number of training hours: 40 in a week
Number of bouts: 73
Began boxing: 2009
Family Background: Her brother Dave Ryan is a professional boxer
2018 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Gu Hong (CHN) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Lovliana Borgohain (IND) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Angela Carini (ITA) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Lauren Price (WAL) 4:1 in the final; Won against Marianne Ahlborg (SWE) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Irina Rykalova (RUS) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – European Union Women’s Boxing Championships (Cascia, ITA) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Nadine Apetz (GER) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – English Women’s National Championships 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Shona Whitwell (ENG) 3:2 in the semi-final
2017 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Yin Junhua (CHN) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Natalia Shadrina (RUS) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2016 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Agnes Alexiusson (SWE) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Kata Pribojszki (HUN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Aneta Rygielska (POL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Kinga Szlachcic (POL) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Sandra Kruk (POL) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 1st place – 60KG Won against Sandra Brugger (SUI) 3:0 in the final; Won against Yana Alekseevna (AZE) TKO 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Deedra Chestnut (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) 5th place – 64KG Lost to Yang Wenlu (CHN) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Daria Abramova (RUS) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Asmae Ouazri (MAR) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – English Women's National Championships 1st place – 60KG Won against Louise Orton (ENG) 3:0 in the final; Won against Shanie James (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Balkan Women's Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 7th place – 60KG Lost to Romian Marenda (ITA) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Elkhem Mekhaled (ALG) TKO 3rd round in the first preliminary round
2015 – Feliks Stamm Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 2nd place – 60KG Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Yulia Tsipilakova (UKR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Zarina Tsoloyeva (KAZ) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Lynn Calder (SCO) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Baku 2015 European Games (Baku, AZE) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Anastasia Beliakova (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Elena Vystropova (AZE) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Cindy Rogge (GER) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Boxam Tournament (Cartagena, ESP) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Daria Abramova (RUS) 2:0 in the final; Won against Rosie Eccles (WAL) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Valentina Alberti (ITA) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Anastasia Beliakova (RUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Supaporn Srisondee (THA) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Simona Sitar (ROM) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Gulsum Tatar (TUR) 3:0 in the second preliminary round; Won against Blanka Nagy (HUN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 1st place – 64KG Won against Fam Elgan (NOR) TKO 3rd round in the final; Won against Anais Kistler (SUI) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – China Open Tournament (Guiyang, CHN) 3rd place – 60KG Won against Charlene Jones (WAL) 3:0; Won against Lee Wei Hsien (TPE) TKO 4th round in the quarter-final
2014 – Liverpool International Women's Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 60KG Won against Valerian Spicer (DMA) 2:1 in the final
2013 – Tammer Women's Robin Round Tournament (Tampere, FIN) 2nd place – 60KG Won against Charlene Jones (WAL) 3:0; Won against Lee Wei Hsien (TPE) TKO 3rd round; Lost to Mira Potkonen (FIN) 3:0
2013 – SWE-ENG Women's Dual Match – 60KG Won against Ida Lundblad (SWE) 3:0
2013 – Nations Women's Cup (Zrenjanin, SRB) 3rd place – 60KG Lost to Natalia Shadrina (RUS) 3:1 in the semi-final
2010 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Youth Boxing Championships (Sangatte, FRA) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Anastasia Belyakova (RUS) 10:1 in the final; Won against Mariann Vennevold (DEN) 4:2 in the semi-final; Won against Kata Pribojszki (HUN) 5:3 in the quarter-final
2010 – English Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 63KG Won against Billie Felton (ENG) 23:11 in the final

69KG – LOVLINA BORGOHAIN – INDIA (IND)

Date Of Birth : 02/10/1997
Place Of Birth : Golaghat, Assam
Height : 177cm
Coach : Sandhya Gurung
Club : SAI Training Center
Residence : Guwahati
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her father
Boxing idol : Muhammad Ali
Hobby : Travelling
Number of training hours : 13 in a week
Number of bouts : 76
Began boxing : 2011
2018 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Sandy Ryan (ENG) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Oshae Jones (USA) 5:0 in the first preliminary round
2018 – Indian Women’s Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 69KG Won against Pooja (IND) 4:1 in the final; Won against Erdenetuya Enkhbaatar (MGL) 4:1 in the semi-final
2018 – Indian Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Pooja (IND) 3:2 in the final; Won against Heena Tokas (IND) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Priyanka Tewatia (IND) 5:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Almas Shaikh (IND) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2017 – ASBC Asian Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Ho Chi Minh City, VIE) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Valentina Khalzova (KAZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Erdenetuya Enkhbaatar (MGL) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Indian Women's National Selection Trials 1st place – 69KG Won against Nupur (IND) 5:0 in the final; Won against Mamita Gurung (IND) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Pooja (IND) 5:0 in the quarter-final
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2017 – Republic of Kazakhstan President's Cup (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Dariga Shakimova (KAZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Akbota Isagulova (KAZ) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – Indian Women's Regional Championships 1st place – 69KG
2015 – Indian Women's National Championships 11th place – 75KG Lost to Thakur Sravani Bai (IND) WO in the first preliminary round
2015 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Taipei, TPE) participant – 69KG
2015 – Nations Women's Youth Cup (Subotica, SRB) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Chantelle Reid (ENG) 2:0 in the final; Won against Anastasia Shamsutdinova (RUS) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2013 – Nations Women's Junior Cup (Zrenjanin, SRB) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Darima Sandakova (RUS) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Anastasia Shamsutdinova (RUS) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2012 – Indian Women's Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Jagpreet Kaur Sandhu (IND) 28:22 in the final

2018 – Republic of Kazakhstan President's Cup (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 75KG
2017 – Republic of Kazakhstan President's Cup (Astana, KAZ) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Dariga Shakimova (KAZ) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Akbota Isagulova (KAZ) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – Indian Women's Regional Championships 1st place – 69KG
2015 – Indian Women's National Championships 11th place – 75KG Lost to Thakur Sravani Bai (IND) WO in the first preliminary round
2015 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Taipei, TPE) participant – 69KG
2015 – Nations Women's Youth Cup (Subotica, SRB) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Chantelle Reid (ENG) 2:0 in the final; Won against Anastasia Shamsutdinova (RUS) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2013 – Nations Women's Junior Cup (Zrenjanin, SRB) 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Ema Kozin (SLO) 6:5 in the final
2012 – Indian Women's Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Jagpreet Kaur Sandhu (IND) 28:22 in the final

69KG – 🇷🇪 LORNA KUSA SIMBI – KENYA (KEN)
Date Of Birth : 08/11/1992
Place Of Birth : Korogocho
Coach : Patrick Maina; David Munuhe; Sammy Magima
Residence : Nairobi County
Began boxing : 2008
2018 – Indian Women’s Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 6th place – 64KG Lost to Sudaporn Seesondee (THA) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Kenyan Women’s National Boxing League Season 2017 5th Round (Mombasa, KEN) 5th place – 60KG Lost to Ruth Odongo (KEN) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Kenyan Women’s National Championships 1st place – 64KG
2014 – Kenyan Women's National Selection Tournament 1st place – 64KG
2010 – AIBA Women's World Championships (Bridgeport, BAR) participant – 57KG Lost to Ramilal Pavitra (BAR) RSC 1st round in the first preliminary round
2010 – KEN-UGA Women's Dual Match (Nairobi, KEN) – 57KG Won against Diana Tulyanabo (UGA) RSC 2nd round
2009 – Kenyan Open Women’s National Championships 1st place – 57KG

69KG – 🇳🇬 ITUNU FUNMILOLA ORIOLA – NIGERIA (NGR)
Date Of Birth : 15/10/1999
Place Of Birth : Lagos
Height : 177cm
Coach : Anthony Konyegwachie
Club : Lagos State Boxing Club
Residence : Lagos
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her parents
Boxing idol : Muhammad Ali
Hobby : Music; Hairdressing
Number of training hours : 36 in a week
Number of bouts : 36
Began boxing : 2011
2018 – Nigerian Women’s National Trials 1st place – 69KG Won against Jacinta Ummanukwe (NGR) 3:0 in the final
2017 – Nigerian Women's National Championships 1st place – 57KG
2016 – Nigerian Women's National Selection Tournament 1st place – 57KG
2016 – Lagos State Women’s Open Championships (Lagos, NGR) 1st place – 75KG

33
69KG – MAGAN MAKA – TONGA (TGA)
Date Of Birth : 29/12/1993
Club : Wellsford Boxing
Residence : Auckland, New Zealand
Stance : Orthodox
Began boxing : 2006
Comments : She represented New Zealand in the international events previously
2017 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2017 – AUS-NZL Dual Match – 69KG Won against Salote Huni (AUS) 5:0
2016 – New Zealand North Island Women’s Golden Gloves Tournament (Taupo, NZL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Helen Paumolevuka (NZL) 2:1 in the final
2014 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Jenna Tharp (NZL) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Ariane Fortin (CAN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – New Zealand Women’s National Golden Gloves Tournament 1st place – 75KG Won against Roseanna Cox (NZL) by points in the final
2014 – New Zealand North Island Women’s Golden Gloves Tournament (Taupo, NZL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Roseanna Cox (NZL) 3:0 in the final
2014 – International Women’s Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Stacey Copeland (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Feliks Stamm Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 10th place – 75KG Lost to Ariane Fortin (CAN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Sting Women’s Cup (Melbourne, AUS) 1st place – 75KG Won against Lauren Sheldon (AUS) by points in the final
2013 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Cheyenne Whaanga (NZL) 3:0 in the final
2013 – Taipei City Cup (Taipei, TPE) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Marina Volnova (KAZ) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2013 – China Open Tournament (Guiyang, CHN) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Li Qian (CHN) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Neetu Chahal (IND) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2012 – New Zealand Women’s National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Natalie Stuart (NZL) 38:14 in the final
2011 – AIBA Women’s Youth World Boxing Championships (Antalya, TUR) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Zhu Yumeng (CHN) 20:15 in the quarter-final
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) participant – 75KG Lost to Tiffany Hearn (USA) 7:6 in the first preliminary round
2010 – North Island’s Golden Gloves 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Hurricane Doyle (NZL) by points
2009 – New Zealand Women’s Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Daena Stephenson (NZL) 17:6 in the final
2007 – New Zealand Women’s Junior National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Hurricane Doyle (NZL) RSC 3rd round in the final

69KG – ROSIE ECCLES – WALES (WAL)
Date Of Birth : 23/07/1996
Place Of Birth : Newport
Height : 175cm
Coach : Lyndon James; Colin Jones; Mark Jones; Zack Davies
Club : Pontypool ABC
Residence : Cardiff
Stance : Orthodox
Occupation : Student
Education : Cardiff Metropolitan University
Her most influential person : Her coaches
Boxing idol : Gennadiy Golovkin
Hobby : Running; Mountain biking
Number of training hours : 25 in a week
Number of bouts : 30
Began boxing : 2012
2017 – Boxam Women’s Tournament (Santa Cruz de Tenerife, ESP) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Grainne Walsh (IRL) 3:2 in the final
2017 – Welsh Women’s National Championships 1st place – 64KG
2016 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Aleksandra Ordina (RUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Kinga Siwa (POL) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Valentina Alberti (ITA) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Anni Viantie (FIN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Queen’s Cup (Stralsund, GER) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Ditte Frostholm (DEN) 2:1 in the semi-final; Won against Cindy Rogge (GER) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Valentina Alberti (ITA) 2:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Anni Viantie (FIN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Boxam Women’s Tournament (Santa Cruz de Tenerife, ESP) 1st place – 64KG Won against Miriam Gutierrez (ESP) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 64KG
2015 – Queen’s Cup (Stralsund, GER) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Shelley Watts (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Aleksandra Ordina (RUS) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Paige Murney (ENG) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – British Women’s Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 2nd place – 64KG Lost to Cherelle Brown (ENG) 2:1 in the final; Won against Oriance Lungu (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final
2015 – Boxam Women’s Memorial Tournament (Cartagena, ESP) 3rd place – 64KG Lost to Sandy Ryan (ENG) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Elaine Greenan (SCO) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Cindy Rogge (GER) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Welsh Women’s National Championships 1st place – 64KG Won against Natasha Williams (WAL) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Chepstow ABC Women’s Tournament 1st place – 64KG Won against Rishelle Dillon (WAL) 3:0 in the final

75KG – CAITLIN PARKER – AUSTRALIA (AUS)
Date Of Birth : 17/04/1996
Place Of Birth : Perth, Western Australia
Height : 175cm
Coach : Peter Wilkinson
Club : Fox’s Boxing Gym
Residence : Gosnells, Western Australia
Stance : Orthodox
Her most influential person : Her parents
Boxing idol : Vasyl Lomachenko; Muhammad Ali
Hobby : Exploring outdoors
Number of training hours : 17 in a week
Number of bouts : 66 (49-0-17)
Began boxing : 2007
2017 – Australian Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Haylee Smith (AUS) 5:0 in the final; Won against Renee Gartner (AUS) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Natasha Williams (WAL) TKO 2nd round in the semi-final
2017 – Celtic Women’s Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Tamara Thibeault (CAN) 3:2 in the final
2017 – Silesian Women’s Open Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Elżbieta Wojcik (POL) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Petra Szatmari (HUN) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2017 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Gliwice, POL) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Darima Sandakova (RUS) WO in the quarter-final
2016 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Caitlin Parker (AUS) 2:1 in the final; Won against Hanna Solecka (POL) WO in the semi-final
2016 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Kaye Scott (AUS) 3:0 in the final; Won against Timea Nagy (HUN) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Maily Nicar (FRA) 2:1 in the quarter-final
2016 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Astana, KAZ) participant – 75KG Lost to Violetta Knyazeva (KAZ) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2016 – AIBA Asian & Oceanian Olympic Qualification Event (Qian’an, CHN) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Chen Nien Chin (TPE) 3:0 in the quarter-final
CLOTILDE ESSIANE – CAMEROON (CMR)

Date Of Birth : 06/08/1985
Place Of Birth : Yaounde
Height : 180cm
Coach : Jean Nganga Tsah
Residence : Johannesburg, South Africa
Nickname : Junior

Previous sport : MMA
2018 – Indian Women’s Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 1st place – 75KG Won against Saweety Boora (IND) RSC 3rd round in the final; Won against Suchada Panich (THA) RSC 2nd round in the semi-final; Won against Pooja Rani (IND) 3:2 in the quarter-final; Won against Atseyna Bylon (PAN) 4:1 in the first preliminary round
2017 – Cameroon Women’s National Selection Tournament 1st place – 75KG
2017 – AFBC African Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Brazzaville, CGO) 1st place – 75KG Won against Amina Ettir (MAR) RSC 2nd round in the final; Won against Elizabeth Akinyi (KEN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2017 – Cameroon Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG
75KG – 🇨🇦 TAMARA THIBEAULT – CANADA (CAN)

Date Of Birth : 27/12/1996
Height : 182cm
Coach : Alain Robitaille; Joao Carlos Barros
Residence : Québec
Stance : Orthodox
Nickname : Tamm
Occupation : Student; Personal Trainer
Hobby : Reading; Writing; Dancing; Running
Began boxing : 2006

Family Background : Her father is former professional football player Patrick Thibeault

2018 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Li Qian (CHN) 4:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Iaroslava Iakushina (RUS) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2017 – Centic Women’s Box Cup (Dungarvan, IRL) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Caitlin Parker (AUS) 3:2 in the final; Won against Christina Desmond (IRL) 5:0 in the semi-final
2017 – AMBC American Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Tegucigalpa, HON) 1st place – 75KG Won against Oshae Jones (USA) 3:2 in the final; Won against Atheyna Bylon (PAN) 4:1 in the semi-final
2017 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Natalie Fagan (CAN) 3:0 in the final
2016 – Balkan Women's Tournament (Sofia, BUL) participant – 75KG Lost to Chen Simin (CHN) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Canadian Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Monique Gellizeau (CAN) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Canadian Women's National Olympic Qualifier (Montreal, CAN) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Ariane Fortin (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2014 – Canadian Women's National Golden Gloves Tournament (Cornwall, CAN) 1st place – 69KG Won against Bonnie Cook (CAN) 3:0 in the final; Won against Monique Gellizeau (CAN) 3:0 in the semi-final
2013 – Canadian Women's Youth National Championships 1st place – 69KG Won against Shayneisha Kelly (CAN) 3:0 in the final
2012 – Canadian Women's Junior National Championships 1st place – 70KG Won against Shayneisha Kelly (CAN) 19:8 in the final
2011 – Canadian Women's Junior National Championships 2nd place – 70KG Lost to Deedra Chestnut (CAN) 14:2 in the final

75KG – 🇬🇧 NATASHA LOUISE GALE – ENGLAND (ENG)

Date Of Birth : 13/05/1988
Place Of Birth : Leeds
Height : 182cm
Coach : Robert Riley; Alwin Belcher
Club : Jubilee ABC
Residence : Sheffield
Stance : Orthodox
Education : University of Bradford
Her most influential person : Her coaches
Boxing idol : Benjamin Whittaker
Hobby : Chilling
Number of training hours : 40 in a week
Number of bouts : 40
Began boxing : 2012

2017 – British Women’s Championships (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 75KG Won against Roseanna Cox (ENG) 5:0 in the final
2017 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Iaroslava Iakushina (RUS) 3:2 in the final; Won against Nguyen Thi Huong (VIE) 5:0 in the semi-final
2017 – European Union Women’s Boxing Championships (Cascia, ITA) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Nouchka Fontijn (NED) 4:1 in the semi-final; Won against Petra Szatmari (HUN) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Feliks Stamm Women’s Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Karolina Lukasik (POL) 4:1 in the quarter-final
2017 – English Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Elena Narozanski (ENG) 5:0 in the final
2017 – Strandja Women’s Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Nouchka Fontijn (NED) 5:0 in the semi-final; Won against Oksana Trofimova (RUS) 5:0 in the quarter-final
2017 – Bocskai Women’s Memorial Tournament (Debrecen, HUN) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Elzbieta Wojcik (POL) 4:1 in the semi-final
2016 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) 1st place – 75KG Won against Maily Nicar (FRA) 3:0 in the final; Won against Lauren Price (WAL) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Timea Nagy (HUN) 3:0 in the quarter-final; Won against Love Holgersson (SWE) 2:0 in the first preliminary round
2016 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Lauren Price (WAL) 3:0 in the final; Won against Lisa Cielas (GER) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – British Women's Championships (Dunfermline, SCO) 1st place – 75KG Won against Lauren Price (WAL) 2:1 in the final
2016 – English Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Nikoletta Paksi (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2015 – British Women's Championships (Sheffield, ENG) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Savannah Marshall (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2015 – Balkan Women's Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Anna Laurell (SWE) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Andrea Sirkova (SVK) TKO 3rd round in the quarter-final
2015 – President's Women's Cup (Erzurum, TUR) 1st place – 75KG Won against Li Qian (CHN) 2:1 in the final; Won against Busra Ozkan (TUR) TKO 3rd round in the semi-final; Won against Maria Borutsa (UKR) 2:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Golden Belt Tournament (Craiova, ROM) 1st place – 75KG Won against Maria Badulina-Bova (UKR) 2:1 in the final; Won against Rana Mohamed Abdelhamid El Said (EGY) 2:0 in the semi-final; Won against Petra Szatmari (HUN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – British Women's Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 1st place – 75KG Won against Alex Turbitt (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2015 – English Women's National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Alex Turbitt (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2014 – International Women's Meeting (Liverpool, ENG) 1st place – 69KG Won against Suzanne Watson (ENG) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Golden Girl Box Cup (Boras, SWE) 1st place – 69KG Won against Gardner Moore (SCO) 3:0 in the final
2013 – Haringey International Women's Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 3rd place – 67KG Lost to Agnes Alexiusson (SWE) 3:2 in the semi-final; Won against Ingrid Moerk (NED) 5:0 in the final
2012 – Haringey International Women's Tournament (Haringey, ENG) 2nd place – 67KG Lost to Stephanie Louis-Fernand (ENG) 3:2 in the final; Won against Dina Gurung (NEP) 4:1 in the semi-final

75KG – 🇰🇪 ELIZABETH ADHIAMBO ANDIEGO – KENYA (KEN)

Date Of Birth : 21/08/1986
Place Of Birth : Nairobi
Height : 172cm
Coach : Patrick Maina; Samson Mugacha Mwangi; Lawrence Ochieng
Residence : Nairobi
Stance : Orthodox
Comments : She had an accident in 2015
2018 – Indian Women’s Open Boxing Tournament (New Delhi, IND) 7th place – 75KG Lost to Alari Boro (IND) 4:1 in the quarter-final; Won against Munkhbat Myagmarjargal (MGL) 3:2 in the first preliminary round
2018 – Kenyan Women’s Commonwealth Games Trials (Nairobi, KEN) 1st place – 75KG Won against Elizabeth Akinyi (KEN) WO in the final
2014 – Kenyan Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Nelly Oluoch (KEN) KO 2nd round in the final
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) participant – 75KG Lost to Kaye Scott (AUS) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Kenyan Women's National Trials (Nairobi, KEN) 1st place – 75KG Won against Nelly Akoth Oluoch (KEN) by points in the final
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2013 – Kenyan Defense Forces Championships 1st place – 75KG Won against Eunice Mukami Wamioro (KEN) TKO 2nd round in the final
2012 – London 2012 Olympic Games (London, ENG) 11th place – 75KG Lost to Marina Volnova (KAZ) 20:11 in the first preliminary round
2012 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) participant – 75KG Lost to Lotte Lien (NOR) 17:14 in the first preliminary round
2011 – Kenyan Open Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2010 – AIBA Women’s World Boxing Championships (Bridgetown, BAR) participant – 75KG Lost to Erika Guerrier (FRA) 10:5 in the first preliminary round
2009 – Kenyan Open Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG

75KG – 🇲🇿 ADOSINDA GRAMANE RADY – MOZAMBIQUE (MOZ)
Date Of Birth : 11/11/1995
Place Of Birth : Maputo
Residence : Maputo
Education : Maputo
2018 – African Zone 4 Women’s Championships (Maputo, MOZ) 1st place – 75KG Won against Caroline Dube (ZIM) 3:0 in the final
2017 – Mozambique Women’s National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2016 – AIBA African Olympic Qualification Event (Yaoundé, CMR) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Khadija Mardi (MAR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Elizabeth Akinyi (KEN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – African Zone 4 Women's Championships (Maputo, MOZ) 1st place – 75KG Won against Keneilwe Rakhu (BOT) 2:1 in the final
2015 – All Africa Games (Brazzaville, CGO) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Edith Agu Ogoke (NGR) 3:0 in the semi-final; Won against Genevieve Banawo (DRC) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2015 – Maputo International Women's Tournament (Maputo, MOZ) 1st place – 75KG Won against Alcinda Panguana (MOZ) 3:0 in the final
2014 – Mohamed VI Trophy Women's International Robin Round Tournament (Marrakech, MAR) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Khadija Mardi (MAR) 3:0; Won against Ashour Hassan Kames (EGY) 3:0; Won against Cristina Mazzotta (ITA) 2:1; Lost to Timea Nagy (HUN) 3:0
2014 – African Zone 4 Women's Championships (Pretoria, RSA) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Phathiswa Tmingana (RSA) by points in the final
2013 – African Zone 4 Women's Championships (Gaborone, BOT) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Phathiswa Tmingana (RSA) 35:23 in the final

75KG – 🇳🇬 MILLICENT AGBOEGBULEM – NIGERIA (NGR)
Date Of Birth : 18/06/1983
Place Of Birth : Edo
Coach : Tony Konyegwachie
Residence : Abraka
Education : Delta State University
Nickname : Mili
2017 – Nigerian Women's Open National Championships 1st place – 75KG
2016 – Nigerian Women’s National Trials 1st place – 81KG
2015 – Nigerian Women’s National Selection Trials 3rd place – 75KG
2014 – Nigerian South Zonal Women's Championships 1st place – 81KG
2014 – Nigerian Women's National Championships 2nd place – 81KG Lost to Blessing Bose Abisoye (NGR) by points in the final
2013 – Nigerian Women’s National Championships 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Teniola Are (NGR) 2:1 in the final
2009 – Nigerian Women's National Sports Festival 1st place – 75KG

75KG – 🇹🇴 SALOTE HUNI – TONGA (TGA)
Date Of Birth : 27/11/1998
Residence : Queensland, Australia
Stance : Orthodox
Nickname : Lionheart
Family Background : His elder brother is also boxer
2017 – AUS-NZL Dual Match – 75KG Lost to Magan Maka (NZL) 5:0
2016 – Australian Women’s Golden Gloves Tournament (Brisbane, AUS) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Sheyanne Stewart (AUS) 3:0 in the semi-final

75KG – 🇬🇧 LAUREN PRICE – WALES (WAL)
Date Of Birth : 25/06/1994
Place Of Birth : Caerphilly
Height : 170cm
Coach : Mark Jones
Club : Pontypool ABC
Residence : Caerphilly
Stance : Southpaw
Her most influential person : Her grandfather
Boxing idol : Floyd Mayweather
Hobby : Football; Boxing; Martial Arts
Other sport : Football; Kick-boxing
Number of training hours : 26 in a week
Number of bouts : 53
Began boxing : 2010
2017 – British Women’s Championships (Sheffield, ENG) 1st place – 69KG Won against Stephanie Wroe (ENG) 2:0 in the semi-final
2017 – Balkan Women’s Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 2nd place – 69KG Lost to Sandy Ryan (ENG) 4:1 in the final;
Won against Elmira Azizova (RUS) 3:2 in the semi-final
2017 – European Union Women’s Championships (Cascia, ITA) 7th place – 69KG Lost to Grainne Walsh (IRL) 3:2 in the quarter-final
2017 – British Women’s Championships (Cardiff, WAL) 1st place – 69KG Won against Stephanie Wroe (ENG) 3:2 in the final
2017 – Belgrade Winner Women’s Tournament (Belgrade, SRB) 1st place – 75KG Won against Sanja Ristic (SRB) WO in the final;
Won against Petra Szatmari (HUN) 5:0 in the semi-final
2016 – EUBC European Confederation Women’s Boxing Championships (Sofia, BUL) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Natasha Gale (ENG) 2:0 in the semi-final;
Won against Elzbieta Wojcik (POL) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2016 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 1st place – 75KG Won against Natasha Gale (ENG) 3:0 in the final;
Won against Lisa Cielas (GER) 3:0 in the semi-final
2016 – British Women's Championships (Dunfermline, SCO) 2nd place – 75KG Lost to Natasha Gale (ENG) 2:1 in the final
2015 – Queen's Cup (Stralsund, GER) 1st place – 69KG Won against Darima Sandakova (RUS) 2:1 in the final;
Won against Stacey Copeland (ENG) 2:1 in the semi-final;
Won against Elina Gustafsson (FIN) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2015 – Feliks Stamm Women's Memorial Tournament (Warsaw, POL) 5th place – 75KG Lost to Nouchka Fontijn (NED) 3:0 in the final
2015 – British Women's Championships (Rotherham, ENG) 1st place – 69KG Won against Stephanie Wroe (ENG) 2:0 in the semi-final;
Won against Irina Schoenberger (GER) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Jeju, KOR) participant – 69KG Lost to Atheyna Bylon (PAN) 2:1 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Mohamed VI Trophy Women's Robin Round Tournament (Marakech, MAR) 1st place – 69KG Won against Erika Guerrier (FRA) 3:0;
Won against Hanane Aliouat (MAR) TKO 2nd round
2014 – Commonwealth Games (Glasgow, SCO) 3rd place – 75KG Lost to Ariane Fortin (CAN) 2:1 in the semi-final;
Won against Kaye Scott (AUS) 3:0 in the quarter-final;
Won against Theresa London (GUY) 3:0 in the first preliminary round
2014 – Strandja Memorial Tournament (Sofia, BUL) 6th place – 75KG Lost to Li Qian (CHN) 3:0 in the quarter-final
2014 – WAL–NED Women's Dual Match2 – 75KG Won against Maxine Koelmeij (NED) by points
2014 – WAL–NED Women's Dual Match1 – 75KG Won against Maxine Koelmeij (NED) by points
2012 – European Women's Youth Championships (Wladyslawowo, POL) 6th place – 64KG Lost to Patricia Berghult (SWE) 11:8 in the quarter-final
2012 – AIBA Women's World Boxing Championships (Qinhuangdao, CHN) 11th place – 69KG Lost to Irina Potyevea (RUS) 13:10 in the first preliminary round
2012 – Welsh National Championships 1st place – 69KG
2011 – EUBC European Confederation Women's Boxing Championships (Rotterdam, NED) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Maria Badulina (UKR) 17:7 in the semi-final; Won against Nurcan Goksel (TUR) 11:3 in the quarter-final; Won against Louise Traynor (IRL) 17:2 in the first preliminary round

2011 – AIBA Women's Youth World Boxing Championships (Antalya, TUR) 3rd place – 69KG Lost to Love Holgersson (SWE) RSCI 4th round in the semi-final; Won against Nehir Kaya (TUR) 14:4 in the quarter-final